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Executive Summary

America’s retirement system is seriously underperforming. Over 55 million Americans lack access to a workplace retirement plan. Three-quarters of Americans are worried about their ability to maintain their standard of living in retirement, and nearly six in 10 do not own a retirement account. Poverty among American seniors is nearly twice that of other OECD countries. The changing nature of work is likely to intensify these challenges. Innovative strategies involving the private, public, and not-for-profit sectors are therefore required to build an occupational safety net for the 21st century that includes broad-based retirement security.

This paper proposes an approach for expanding retirement plan coverage called portable non-employer retirement benefits – retirement arrangements that are workplace-based, but not tied to any single job or employer. Perhaps what most distinguishes portable non-employer retirement benefits is the wide range of organizations that might sponsor them. These include professional associations, trade associations, groups of employers, labor unions, payroll companies, platform companies, new worker organizations, faith groups, and more. While governments have also begun to sponsor retirement arrangements for the uncovered through state-facilitated programs, an exploration of the government-sponsored model is outside the scope of this paper as it has been well documented elsewhere.

The single-employer-based system of retirement benefits greatly expanded coverage in the 20th century, but today it appears to have plateaued. Portable non-employer retirement benefits are intended to supplement the single-employer-based system and to complement the growing movement to establish state-facilitated retirement savings programs. Such benefits can be thought of as both an aspiration for the future of the occupational safety net, and a description of various kinds of portable, non-employer-centric arrangements that already exist, both in the US and abroad. Through interviews and case studies, this paper explores eight existing examples of portable non-employer retirement benefits from the US, Canada, Australia, and the UK.
the following criteria can be considered: (1) need/demand within the addressable group; (2) trust in the sponsoring organization; (3) duration of member relationships; (4) alignment of interests; (5) ability to enroll; and (6) ability to partner with providers.

- **Associations.** America has a strong history of associations, which already play an important role in delivering member benefits, including providing work-related training to 10 million Americans. A professional association-based model, such as the 55-year-old program founded by the American Bar Association, can be effective because of the high need among self-employed professionals and the long duration of member relationships, but must deal with the challenge of voluntary enrollment. A trade association-based model could help fill a large coverage gap among smaller employers, but must overcome the challenge of a lack of direct relationship with workers.

- **Sectors.** A sector-based approach to retirement arrangements has worked in other countries and benefits from the fact that workers are likely to stay in the same sector for longer than they stay with any single employer. Such plans can achieve significant scale, as illustrated by the Co-operative Superannuation Society Pension Plan, which serves 47,000 members across 350 employers within Canada’s co-operatives and credit union sector. The main challenge with a sector-based approach is the collective action problem that comes from the lack of a central organizing body.

- **Labor unions.** Labor unions have a long history of advocating for and sponsoring occupational retirement arrangements. Although most union members have a retirement plan, an estimated 5 million union members lack coverage, and unions are in a strong position to address the coverage gap for these workers, as the Service Employees International Union Local 775 has recently done for a group of 45,000 home care workers in the state of Washington. The chief advantages of a labor-based model stem from labor’s ability to bargain collectively and the potential for trust and alignment of interests between unions and their members. Challenges include declining union density and reputational issues among labor-sponsored pensions.

- **New worker organizations.** Where traditional unions are not viable, new organizations are emerging to advance the interests of workers. Such organizations could be promising sponsors for reaching contingent workers, as the Workers Benefit Fund is attempting to do by offering health and vision benefits to gig economy drivers in New York City. Given the nascence of this organizational type, it is difficult to predict whether new worker organizations will emerge as successful sponsors. To do so, they will have to gain greater scale and devise efficient means of enrolling members.
• **Payroll or platform companies.** Both payroll and platform companies have large-scale relationships with uncovered constituencies, particularly employees of small and medium-sized business and contingent workers. Because payroll companies already provide payroll processing services, they offer an easy access point for employers seeking to add a retirement benefit. Many payroll providers already offer retirement plans, one recent example of which is a partnership between Gusto, a payroll provider, and Guideline, a 401(k) provider. Platform businesses that rely on contingent workers have the scale and technology to reach large numbers of workers, but, as potential sponsors, face challenges related to their ability to enroll and earn the trust of the workers.

• **Faith groups.** Despite declining religiosity in America, 36 percent of Americans still attend religious services at least once a week. Likely the most practical way for faith groups to offer portable non-employer retirement benefits is to establish a pooled arrangement for their own employees, as Wespath, the largest publicly reported denominational retirement plan in the US, does for The United Methodist Church. An approach with greater reach would be for faith groups to offer retirement benefits to the uncovered members of their faith communities. Challenges with this broader approach include its lack of occupational character and its voluntary nature.

To be effective, portable non-employer retirement benefits should follow four design principles: (1) put members’ interests first; (2) make contributions as frictionless and automatic as possible; (3) serve members throughout their financial life cycle; and (4) employ some form of pooling to help members mitigate longevity and investment risks. Such benefits must also be capable of growing to a scale at which they can be self-sustaining, deliver economies of scale, and offer a high degree of portability. Such growth will require internalizing sales and marketing lessons from the retail retirement industry, as well as developing new growth techniques.

Stakeholders should consider several next steps for testing and building the market for portable non-employer retirement benefits:

• **Experiments and pilots** involving different potential models, sponsors, and partnerships

• **A federal policy framework** to encourage portable non-employer retirement benefits

• **Centralized collective bargaining or mandatory contributions or levies** within particular industries

• **Marketplaces,** which could be established by governmental or non-governmental entities

• **Funders** from the public, private, and philanthropic sectors willing to invest in the space

• **An inclusive “community of practice”** to deepen collaboration among committed stakeholders

Given the scale of America’s retirement insecurity challenge, now is the time to begin exploring this potential new avenue to help workers retire better in the 21st century economy.
Introduction

An Occupational Safety Net for the 21st Century

The 20th century saw a vast expansion of the economic safety net for workers. Part of that expansion came from government, through the creation of programs for retirement and disability (Social Security), temporary joblessness (Unemployment Insurance), and illness (Medicare and Medicaid). Another part of the expansion came through employers, which built an occupational safety net of private pensions, health insurance, and other forms of workplace-provided benefits to help working Americans deal with some of life’s biggest financial needs and risks.

In some ways, the employer-provided safety net was a success. Take retirement security. In the 19th century, the employer-provided retirement plan was a new idea. The first employer-provided pension in the US was established in 1875.\(^1\) By 1950, such plans covered a quarter of private sector workers.\(^2\) Today such plans serve about half of working Americans,\(^3\) serving as a critical supplement to Social Security.

---

2. Ibid.
For other workers, the employer-provided safety net was always inadequate or inaccessible. This excluded group includes lower- and moderate-income workers, contingent workers, the self-employed, those who work for small businesses, and those who change jobs frequently throughout their careers. These workers are among the at least 55 million Americans who continue to lack access to a workplace retirement plan – a proportion of the population that has changed little since the 1970s. Today, the employer-provided safety net faces further headwinds as a mechanism for delivering economic security for working Americans. Companies are less willing to assume financial risk on behalf of their employees, let alone their retired workers, or to invest in employee benefits. Where employers provide retirement benefits, those benefits are increasingly likely to place financial risk on the shoulders of workers; pure defined benefit pensions in the US private sector have become exceedingly rare. Workers are expecting less from their employers in the way of benefits. The proportion of the workforce without a traditional, full-time employment relationship is also growing. Most of the job growth over the past several decades has been in the kinds of jobs – low-wage, precarious – that are less likely to have benefits.

While it is difficult to predict exactly what will happen to the employer-provided safety net in the future, it is unlikely to grow and may well shrink. This would be regrettable. The workplace has proven to be an effective locus for providing benefits, and the deterioration of the occupational safety net would further undermine financial and economic security in America. Can we adapt the occupational safety net to the evolving nature of work? Not only that, can we strengthen that safety net so it covers workers

---

4 Calculations of the number of Americans without access to a workplace retirement plan vary. The 55 million figure refers to the number of wage and salary workers between the ages of 18 and 64 who do not have payroll deduction to save for retirement (David John and Gary Koenig, “Workplace Retirement Plans Will Help Workers Build Economic Security”, AARP Public Policy Institute, October 2014. https://www.aarp.org/content/dam/aarp/ppi/2014-10/ aarp-workplace-retirement-plans-build-economic-security.pdf). This likely underestimates the total number of American workers without retirement plan coverage. The National Association of Retirement Plan Participants, for example, cites a figure of 75 million for the number of Americans without an employer-sponsored retirement plan (National Association of Retirement Plan Participants, “There are now two kinds of working Americans: Those who will have the opportunity to retire – and those who won’t”, Medium, January 14, 2017. https://medium.com/@NARPP/there-are-now-two-kinds-of-working americans-those-who-will-have-the-opportunity-to-retire-and-ccf6ebf6dd51)

5 Employee Benefit Research Institute, “FAQs about benefits: what are the trends in defined benefit pension plans?”, accessed August 2018.
who tended to be left out of the employer-centric system? Can we build a 21st century occupational safety net that is workplace-based, yet also portable, inclusive, accessible, and high-quality?

This paper aims to tackle this issue for one particular type of financial challenge: retirement. It lays out an opportunity to strengthen the occupational safety net for a 21st century workforce through an expansion of what we call portable non-employer retirement benefits. As we will discuss in more detail, portable non-employer retirement benefits are a type of benefit that are workplace-based, but not tied to a single employer. They encompass some kinds of retirement benefits that already exist but are not yet prevalent, as well as others that have yet to be created but that have considerable potential.

The primary aim of portable non-employer retirement benefits is to provide high-quality retirement coverage to workers who do not have access to a workplace retirement plan today, complementing existing efforts to expand retirement plan coverage, including state-based retirement plans in places like California, Oregon, and Illinois. They are also consistent with recent policy efforts to encourage the expansion of multiple employer retirement plans, including what the current administration has called Association Retirement Plans. Although the principal problem portable non-employer retirement benefits aim to solve is lack of coverage, with the right scale and design, portable non-employer retirement benefits also have the potential to improve upon some employer-sponsored plans, thereby assisting those workers who are underserved by the current system.

As we will show, successful examples of portable non-employer retirement benefits already exist both domestically and internationally. Although some are new, others have existed for half a century or more. While not all of them contain all the elements of an ideal portable non-employer retirement benefit, many have achieved meaningful scale and impact, and have been helping their members retire for years. This paper aims to contribute to the development of portable non-employer retirement benefits by articulating a framework for those thinking of using alternative models to deliver retirement benefits and laying out how an ecosystem around them might evolve to accelerate such development.

The paper has six main parts. First, it sets portable non-employer retirement benefits in the broader context of America’s retirement challenge. Second, it describes the kinds of workers who could be served by an expanded market for portable non-employer retirement benefits. Third, it defines portable non-employer retirement benefits, describes the kinds of actors that might sponsor and provide services to support them, and discusses the potential size of an expanded market. Fourth, it explores a number of different options for how portable non-employer retirement benefits...
might be delivered, reviewing six different kinds of models, each of them supported by a case example. Fifth, it discusses some guiding principles for how portable non-employer retirement benefits might be designed and how they might scale. Sixth, it reviews potential next steps in building an expanded market for portable non-employer retirement benefits.

In preparing this paper, we employed a variety of methods:

• Structured interviews with 16 subject matter experts from the US and abroad

• Eight brief case examples of existing portable benefits – five from the US, and one each from Canada, Australia, and the UK

• Research into the origins of the employer-based retirement system, and into the development of analogous markets in Australia and the UK

• A workshop with a group of experts and stakeholders at a session hosted by the Aspen Institute in October 2018 to test and refine our initial ideas

Fundamentally, this paper is about the potential untapped power of a range of non-employer actors to play a role in solving America’s retirement security challenge. The case examples lead to the question of how we can encourage more of what has been successfully occurring for decades both in America and abroad for the benefit of those Americans who currently lack access to a retirement plan of any kind.

---

6 See the Appendix for a list of interviewees.
An Opportunity to Address America’s Retirement Challenge

Portable non-employer retirement benefits represent an opportunity to strengthen America’s retirement system and address the retirement insecurity that many Americans are experiencing. This approach is intended to complement, not compete with, the state-facilitated retirement savings programs that have arguably represented the most significant efforts to improve the American retirement system over the past decade.

Viewed from a global perspective, America’s retirement system is seriously underperforming. The most widely cited global ranking of national retirement systems, the Melbourne Mercer Global Pension Index, gave the US a “C” grade, ranking it 19th overall. This puts the US behind not just top-ranked countries such as Denmark, the Netherlands, and Australia, but also behind France (#17) and Chile (#8), and only a few spots ahead of Brazil (#21).  

America’s poverty rate among seniors, defined as percentage of seniors with incomes less than half of the median household income, is 21 percent, nearly double the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) average of 12.5 percent. According to the Center for Retirement Research, about 50 percent of Americans are at risk of not having enough money to maintain their standard of living in retirement. Three-quarters of Americans are worried about their ability to achieve a secure retirement. Nearly 60 percent of working age Americans do not have a retirement account.

Why Does Retirement Security Matter?

For those who work on retirement issues every day, the importance of retirement security is intuitive. For everyone else, retirement can be a low-interest, technical topic, one that can lack the immediacy of other seemingly more pressing concerns. Here are three key reasons why retirement security is a critical social and economic issue for America:

1. Inequality. Retirement assets are among Americans’ most important sources of wealth. As with other assets, they are highly unequally distributed based on factors such as income, race, and gender. Increasing retirement security is one of the most powerful tools we have to address America’s growing wealth gap.

2. Insecurity. Retirement insecurity is a major part of Americans’ growing sense of financial and economic anxiety. This insecurity poses a serious threat to America’s middle class and, by extension, to its democracy. Strengthening America’s retirement system is a powerful lever to reduce rising financial and economic insecurity.

3. Cost. Retirement is one of the most important lines in the budgets of both households and governments. When individuals are unprepared for retirement, this can result in a significant cost to governments. The financial and economic return on improvements to America’s retirement system would be material.

---

America is far from alone in facing these retirement challenges. The World Economic Forum has estimated the size of the global retirement savings gap at more than $70 trillion and has projected that this could grow to more than $400 trillion by 2050.14 But the scale of America’s retirement challenges is larger than those of many other developed countries.15

Perhaps even more importantly, compared to the significant assets America brings to the retirement challenge – world-leading sophistication in technology and capital markets; a relatively centralized regulatory regime; a strong tradition of civil society and association – the US is punching well below its weight. Expanding portable non-employer retirement benefits is a strategy well suited to the American economic and political environment, and can be an important part of helping the US fulfill its potential to have one of the world’s best retirement systems.

A Complement to State-Facilitated Retirement Savings Programs

The approach described in this paper is meant to complement, not compete with, the growing number of state-facilitated retirement savings programs. Since 2012, 40 states have taken at least some steps to establish a retirement savings program, and at the time of writing, 11 states and one city had enacted such programs.16 Oregon’s program, OregonSaves, was the first to launch in July 2017. Other state-facilitated programs that have gone live include those in California (started pilot registration in November 2018), Illinois (began registering employers with over 500 employees in 2018), and Massachusetts (plan for smaller not-for-profits launched in October 2017).17

The Georgetown University Center for Retirement Initiatives breaks such programs into four categories:

- **Auto-IRAs**, to date the most popular type of state-facilitated program, require employers that do not offer a workplace retirement plan to automatically enroll their employees in a state-facilitated individual retirement arrangement (IRA). A typical auto-IRA would start at a default contribution rate (for example, 5 percent), and automatically increase contributions until they reach a pre-defined maximum, always giving the employee the ability to opt out. Employers generally cannot contribute to such plans. Examples of jurisdictions that have enacted auto-IRAs include Oregon, California, Illinois, Maryland, Connecticut, and Seattle. In some cases, such as the OregonSaves program, the programs are also open to independent workers.

- **Multiple employer plans** are retirement plans that allow smaller employers, and their employees, to participate in a larger-scale 401(k) plan. In contrast to auto-IRAs, participation in these plans is voluntary for employers, and employer contributions are permitted. Examples of state-facilitated multiple employer plans include Massachusetts’s CORE Plan for smaller not-for-profit organizations, and Vermont’s Green Mountain Secure Retirement Plan, which is aimed at employers with 50 employees or fewer that do not offer a plan.

- **Marketplaces** provide a curated set of retirement plans aimed primarily at those employers and workers who lack access to a workplace plan. The marketplace can include a variety of plan types, including SIMPLE IRAs, payroll deduction IRAs, and 401(k) plans.18 Examples of states that have enacted retirement marketplaces include Washington and New Jersey.

- **Voluntary payroll deduction IRAs** resemble auto-IRAs, but do not require employers to automatically enroll their workers in the program. New York State’s program, enacted in 2018, is an example of such an approach.

---

15 Ibid.
State-facilitated programs have much in common with the kind of portable non-employer retirement benefits that are defined in a later section of this paper. State-facilitated programs and portable non-employer retirement benefits aim to solve a similar problem, recognize the limits of the single-employer-based system, and apply some of the same design principles. Because state-facilitated programs have been comprehensively discussed elsewhere, they will not be addressed in detail in this paper.

There are several ways in which portable non-employer retirement benefits could act as complements to state-facilitated programs. Where a state offers an auto-IRA, portable non-employer retirement benefits could serve as an alternative for employers that wish to make a matching contribution or are looking for some other plan feature that the auto-IRA does not offer. Where the state creates a marketplace, portable non-employer retirement benefits could constitute one of the offerings within it. Where the state helps establish a multiple employer plan, a portable non-employer retirement benefit sponsored by some non-governmental entity could serve as an alternative to help increase aggregate demand for retirement plans among employers and workers without retirement plans, or as an intermediary for those independent workers without employers to automatically enroll them. In jurisdictions where no state-facilitated program yet exists, successful examples of portable non-employer retirement benefits could serve as positive case examples to encourage states to introduce programs to further extend coverage.

Further, if some of the actors described in this paper, including associations, unions, or not-for-profit groups, were to become more involved in retirement security issues, they might also help workers or employers navigate state-facilitated retirement savings programs. A recent example of such collaboration is occurring in California, where the Laura and John Arnold Foundation recently announced a $1.1 million grant to the United Ways of California and Small Business Majority to support the launch of CalSavers.

---

19 Excellent resources on state-facilitated initiatives are available through the Georgetown Center for Retirement Initiatives (see https://cri.georgetown.edu) and AARP’s Public Policy Institute (https://www.aarp.org/ppi/state-retirement-plans/). For a discussion on the evolution of the state-facilitated model since it was first introduced into mainstream policy debate, see National Conference on Public Employee Retirement Systems, “Secure Choice 2.0: States blazing a path to retirement security for all”, 2017. https://www.ncpers.org/files/2017 SecureChoice2%20final.pdf

## The Potential Audience for Portable Non-Employer Retirement Benefits: The Uncovered and Underserved

Who are the people who are uncovered or underserved by the occupational retirement system? We break these groups into four categories: lower- and moderate-income employees, employees of small and medium-sized organizations, the self-employed, and contingent workers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GROUP</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>RETIREMENT PLAN COVERAGE/ACCESS</th>
<th>WHY UNCOVERED OR UNDERSERVED?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Lower- and Moderate-Income Employees | 89 million workers earn less than $25,000, and 53 million workers earn between $25,000 and $45,000 | 32 percent of workers with incomes less than $25,000 have access to a workplace retirement plan | • Work in sectors that are less likely to have benefits  
  • Work part-time or on short-term contracts and therefore do not have access to benefits  
  • Service providers can place little emphasis on this group because they have few assets |
| Employees of Small and Medium-Sized Organizations | There are 30 million small and medium-sized businesses (defined as firms employing fewer than 500 employees) that consist of 59 million workers | 32 million workers in businesses with fewer than 100 workers lack access to a workplace retirement plan | • Smaller and medium-sized employers are less likely to offer retirement plans, due to the cost, administrative burden, legal risk, and other factors  
  • For smaller employers that do offer a plan, the options available on the market are often costlier than those available to larger employers, due to lack of scale |
| The Self-Employed | There are 15 million self-employed people | 88 percent of self-employed Americans are not covered by a workplace retirement plan | • Not eligible for most employer-sponsored retirement plans  
  • Likely no easy access to an automatic deduction mechanism equivalent to payroll |
| Contingent Workers | 25 percent-30 percent of workers engage in independent work either on a primary or supplementary basis; 10 percent of workers, or 15.5 million people, rely on an alternative arrangement as their main source of income | Contingent workers are 68 percent less likely than standard workers to participate in a workplace retirement plan | • Have volatile income  
  • Employers fear providing benefits will confer employee status  
  • Do not have a stable employer, but rather a series of “gigs”  
  • Likely no easy access to an automatic deduction mechanism equivalent to payroll  
  • Not eligible for most employer-sponsored retirement plans |

---

21 Given the overlap between the four worker categories, these figures should not be totalled, but rather should serve as a directional indication of uncovered or underserved workers.


These four constituencies do not encompass all of the key drivers of retirement plan access and coverage. For instance, some of the largest differences in coverage are by race and ethnicity. White Americans are more likely to have access to a retirement plan. One of the largest gaps relates to Hispanic workers, for whom access to a plan is around 25 percentage points lower than for white, non-Hispanic workers. 31

Lower- and Moderate-Income Employees

Lower- and moderate-income employees are one of the largest groups of uncovered and underserved Americans. One hundred forty-two million American workers earn less than $45,000 per year. 32 Many have saved very little or nothing for retirement. According to the US Government Accountability Office, only 9 percent of households age 55-64 in the bottom quintile had saved anything for retirement. While 42 percent of households age 55-64 in the second quintile have retirement savings, their median retirement savings are just $19,000. 33 A recent calculation by the AARP Public Policy Institute found that 21 percent of households that earn less than $21,000 a year, and 51 percent of households that earn less than $41,035 a year, own a retirement account. 34 A study by the Pew Charitable Trusts found that only 32 percent of workers with incomes less than $25,000 had access to a retirement plan at the workplace, compared to 75 percent of workers with incomes above $100,000, and that just 20 percent of those in the lower-income group participate in a plan. 35 A recent study from the US Federal Reserve found that only 43.6 percent of those with family incomes below $40,000 had any retirement savings, compared to 86.7 percent of those with family incomes between $40,000 and $100,000. 36

---

Employees of Small and Medium-Sized Organizations

Smaller and medium-sized employers are less likely to offer retirement plans to their employees. A recent study by Pew explored retirement plan coverage among the small business community, including employer motivations for offering, or declining to offer, retirement benefits.\(^{37}\) The study found that just more than half – 53 percent – of smaller and medium-sized businesses offered retirement benefits to their employees. Another Pew study found that just 22 percent of workers at firms with fewer than 10 employees had access to a workplace retirement plan, compared to 74 percent at firms with 500 or more employees.\(^{38}\) The AARP Public Policy Institute calculates that there are 32 million workers at small businesses who do not have access to a retirement plan.\(^{39}\)

According to Pew, the main reasons employers cited for why they did not offer retirement benefits were the cost of setting up a plan (37 percent), the lack of administrative resources (22 percent), and the lack of employee interest (17 percent).\(^{40}\) Small and medium-sized employers were more likely to offer a plan if they were larger (with the probability of offering a plan reaching 80 percent at around the 100-employee mark) and more well-established (for businesses that had been around 15 years or more, their likelihood of offering a retirement plan was more than 50 percent).\(^{41}\) Those smaller and medium-sized businesses that do offer a plan are unlikely to take advantage of pro-savings tools, such as automatic enrollment and automatic escalation.\(^{42}\)

The Self-Employed

A critical part of the uncovered population are those without a stable employment relationship – a group sometimes referred to as independent workers. This report divides these workers into two categories: the self-employed and contingent workers. Although there is some technical overlap between the two categories (some contingent workers are considered self-employed for taxation and legal purposes), the primary distinction between them in this paper relates to the precarity of the workers’ financial and economic situations.

Self-employed workers, as conceived of here, are generally professionals or business owners, with relatively greater earning power, wealth, and control over their lives. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), there are 15 million self-employed people in the US.\(^{43}\) Although

---

41 Ibid.
42 Ibid.
the BLS has shown a gradual decrease in self-employment over the past two decades – a decline the BLS attributes to the shrinking of the agricultural workforce – other assessments show the opposite trajectory. The accounting software firm FreshBooks, for instance, projects that the number of self-employed Americans could triple by 2020, with another 27 million Americans leaving traditional work to become independent.\(^\text{44}\) The Freelancers Union estimates the number of independent workers in the US today at 55 million.\(^\text{45}\) For the purposes of this report, some of this independent workforce is more properly considered part of the contingent workforce, to be further discussed below.

The self-employed are less likely than most workers to have access to a workplace retirement plan.\(^\text{46}\) According to Teresa Ghilarducci, only 12 percent of self-employed Americans are covered by such a plan.\(^\text{47}\) Many of the self-employed are not on track to maintain their standard of living in retirement.\(^\text{48}\) A recent study by Aegon and Transamerica found that 56 percent of the self-employed expect to retire past age 65 or not at all, and only 36 percent always make sure they are saving for retirement.\(^\text{49}\)

Unlike some of the other uncovered groups, self-employed professionals tend to have higher incomes and asset levels. Even if they are not saving enough for retirement, they are likely to be saving something. They are also likely to have access to a wider array of financial services. For this segment of independent workers then, the value of a portable non-employer retirement benefit stems less from saving for retirement for the first time, and more from the greater efficiency and financial security that is typically associated with a workplace-based retirement arrangement.

---


\(^{45}\) Freelancers Union, “About Sara Horowitz”, accessed November 2018. [https://www.freelancersunion.org/about/sara-horowitz/](https://www.freelancersunion.org/about/sara-horowitz/)


Contingent Workers

“Contingent workers” is a broad term that is defined differently in different places. As suggested by the name, the occupational situations of these workers are often marked by insecurity and uncertainty. The contingent workforce includes those who are often referred to as “gig workers,” but is much broader. The International Labour Organization describes a similar category which it calls “non-standard employment,” which includes temporary employment, part-time employment, multi-party employment, “disguised” employment (where someone is hired as a contractor but controlled like an employee), and self-employed workers who are highly dependent on a small number of clients.1

Calculations of the size of the contingent workforce vary widely. A recent survey from the BLS found that there were 5.9 million contingent workers in the United States, as well as about 15.5 million workers in “alternative employment arrangements” (including 10.6 million independent contractors, 2.6 million on-call workers, 1.4 million temporary help agency workers, and 933,000 workers provided by contract firms).2 BLS data may underestimate the size of the contingent workforce. A commentary from The Century Foundation argues that the BLS survey is limited because it counts workers as contingent or alternative only if they rely on such an arrangement for their main job, therefore missing those who do contingent or alternative work on the side.3 A widely-cited 2016 study by economists Lawrence Katz and Alan Kreuger found that those in alternative work arrangements were close to 16 percent of the workforce,4 compared to the BLS estimate of about 10 percent, although recently the authors revised their estimates and stated that the 2016 study overestimated the number of gig workers.5 It appears that contingent workers struggle with retirement security.6 A 2015 study by the US Government Accountability Office found that contingent workers are 68 percent less likely than standard workers to participate in a workplace retirement plan.7 Compared to other types of workers, contingent workers were also about half as likely to be eligible for workplace retirement plans.8 The Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA)9 does not allow non-employees to join 401(k)s and the other kinds of workplace retirement plans that fall under its purview.

---

8 ERISA is a federal law that sets minimum standards for most workplace retirement plans, including 401(k) plans and private pension plans. ERISA imposes fiduciary responsibilities on those who manage and control plan assets, requires the provision of information to plan members, and sets rules relating to participation, vesting, benefit accrual, and funding. ERISA does not generally apply to retirement plans established by governments (for example, state and local government pension plans).
Defining Portable Non-Employer Retirement Benefits

What are Portable Non-Employer Retirement Benefits?

Portable non-employer retirement benefits are retirement benefits that are workplace-based but not tied to a particular job or employer. They are consistent with the broader concept of “portable benefits” that has been developed over the past several years.\(^{59}\) As defined in a recent paper, portable benefits are based on three tenets: \(^\text{60}\)

- They are portable and owned by the worker, rather than being tied to any particular job or employer
- Contributions to the benefit are prorated depending on how much the worker earns or works, and the benefit can accommodate contributions from multiple sources
- They are open to both independent workers and traditional employees

Similarly, portable non-employer retirement benefits would ideally move with workers from job to job, would be able to accommodate contributions from different sources, and would be accessible to both employees and independent workers. Further, whereas most traditional workplace retirement benefits are sponsored by a single employer, portable non-employer retirement benefits can be sponsored by one or more of a wide variety of organizations that are occupationally related, but not necessarily employers. These can include professional associations, trade associations, unions, and more.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SINGLE-EMPLOYER RETIREMENT BENEFITS</th>
<th>PORTABLE NON-EMPLOYER RETIREMENT BENEFITS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sponsored by a single employer</td>
<td>Sponsored by one or more of a wide variety of organizations, including professional associations, trade associations, unions, and more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tied to a single job and/or employer</td>
<td>Owned by the worker and portable from job to job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can accommodate contributions from a single employer and from the worker</td>
<td>Can accommodate contributions from multiple employers and/or sources of earnings, as well as from the worker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessible only to traditional employees</td>
<td>Accessible to both traditional employees and independent workers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This paper envisions portable non-employer retirement benefits as a category of institution that should be expanded and thought about from a new perspective – one that can supplement and fill in gaps not covered by the single-employer-based system. Just as the institution of the company pension plan succeeded in covering tens of millions of American workers in the 20th century, so too the institution of the portable non-employer retirement benefit might make a significant dent in the coverage problem in the 21st.


\(^{60}\) Ibid.
The term *institution* serves as an alternative to the terms *plan* and *product*. *Institution* connotes scale, societal importance, and longevity — all key aspirations for these benefits to be successful. We do not call them *plans* because plans are often associated with particular regulatory categories, such as 401(k)s, 403(b)s, or payroll deduction IRAs. As we will discuss, portable non-employer retirement benefits do not necessarily require the creation of new regulatory categories, and they could be constituted under one of several different kinds of categories and still be considered a portable non-employer retirement benefit. We do not refer to them as *products* because that suggests something that a company produces for sale, whereas portable non-employer retirement benefits are likely to require collaborations among multiple actors, including a wide range of potential sponsors and providers, as summarized in the figure below and discussed in more detail later in the report.

Many of the elements of portable non-employer retirement benefits are not new, even if existing examples of such benefits are rarely called by that name. Existing retirement arrangements in both the US and abroad have elements of the arrangements discussed here. For example, pension plans involving multiple employers and unions — often known as multiemployer plans — have existed for decades in industries like construction and film and television, although a significant minority of these plans now face severe funding problems. More recently, another type of retirement plan involving more than one employer has become common — the multiple employer plan. Unlike multiemployer plans, these plans are not collectively bargained and do not involve unions. IRA-based plans involving multiple employers have also recently begun to emerge. Many state-facilitated programs, including those in California, Illinois, and Oregon, are using the payroll deduction IRA, which has advantages relating to cost and ease of administration, and can provide adequate contribution room for many uncovered constituencies.

---

For a detailed historical discussion that examines private pensions as institutions, see Steven Sass, “The Promise of Private Pensions: The First Hundred Years”, 1997.
The names for these different kinds of plans can be confusing. The table below attempts to explain how they differ. But they all have something in common that aligns with the definition of portable non-employer retirement benefits above: they need not be tied to a single employer.

**Explainer: The Multiple Names for Retirement Plans Involving Multiple Employers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLAN TYPE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Multiple Employer Plan</strong></td>
<td>A retirement plan involving several employers. Historically, MEPs have tended to be limited to groups where the employers share some commonality of interest or Professional Employer Organizations (PEOs) that share a co-employer relationship with their clients. More recently, proposals have emerged to encourage unrelated employers and other groups to offer MEPs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Closed MEP</strong></td>
<td>A term sometimes used to describe multiple employer plans that require some commonality of interest among the participating employers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Open MEP</strong></td>
<td>A term sometimes used to describe multiple employer plans where the participating employers do not share a common bond. As of the time of writing, open MEPs remain a policy proposal and are not currently permitted under federal law.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Association Retirement Plan</strong></td>
<td>A term used to describe a type of multiple employer plan sponsored by an employer group, an association, or a PEO. The Department of Labor has used this term in its recent proposal for regulatory reform regarding multiple employer plans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Multiemployer Plan</strong></td>
<td>A collectively bargained retirement plan also commonly known as a Taft-Hartley plan. The plan involves multiple employers and a union, usually within the same or related industries, and has a governance structure comprised of a combination of employee representatives and employer representatives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Payroll Deduction IRA</strong></td>
<td>A simple retirement plan in which employees can make contributions into an IRA directly from their paychecks. Employers do not contribute to such plans. The payroll deduction IRA is being used as the basis for several state-facilitated auto-IRA programs, including OregonSaves, CalSavers, and Illinois Secure Choice.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The plan types described in the above table do not necessarily encompass all of the possible regulatory categories under which portable non-employer retirement benefits could be established. Further, legislators might in the future create additional plan types that could also be considered part of a portable non-employer retirement benefits market. As mentioned above, the idea here is to describe a type of institution, not a particular regulatory category.

Similarly, being in one of the regulatory categories described above is not necessarily sufficient to be considered a portable non-employer retirement benefit, particularly as one considers the kinds of benefits that are likely to be viable in the present environment. Multiemployer defined benefit plans provide a good example of this. Such plans are useful to discuss because they have some of the

---


characteristics of the portable non-employer retirement benefits envisioned here: they are not tied to a single employer; they involve a variety of sponsors including unions and multiple employers; they are portable, at least to some degree, within a particular industry; and they were conceived to expand retirement plan coverage within industries with coverage gaps.

That said, given the present challenges facing multiemployer defined benefit plans, this paper is not recommending that portable non-employer retirement benefits follow that particular plan design. The sustainability issues facing some multiemployer plans are well documented. A report from the Society of Actuaries projects that 107 multiemployer plans will run out of assets in the next 20 years, affecting over 11,000 employers and about 875,000 participants. Such sustainability challenges are the product of a range of factors, including shrinking industries, declining union density, the regulatory environment, a rising number of inactive members, and in some cases, suboptimal plan governance and management. It seems highly unlikely that plan sponsors looking to create portable non-employer retirement benefits for the 21st century would choose to replicate a multiemployer defined benefit structure. This does not mean, however, that there are not principles from these arrangements that can be usefully adapted to the present economic and labor market context. Untethering discussion of portable non-employer retirement benefits from particular regulatory categories helps avoid throwing out the baby with the bathwater.

Potential Sponsors

One thing that distinguishes a portable non-employer retirement benefit from a single-employer-based retirement plan is its sponsor. An employer-based retirement arrangement is sponsored by a single employer. By contrast, a wide range of actors could potentially sponsor a portable non-employer retirement benefit. Sponsors are responsible for establishing the benefit, making it available to their constituencies, and providing fiduciary oversight over it. Examples of sponsors that we highlight in this paper include one or some combination of the following:

- **Professional associations**, which might sponsor a retirement benefit for members of a profession
- **Trade associations**, which might sponsor a retirement benefit for their industry, sector, or other community of interest
- **Labor unions**, which might sponsor a retirement benefit for their current or prospective members

---


• **Groups of employers**, which might band together to sponsor a retirement benefit for workers in their industry, sector, or geography, or which simply wish to cooperate in order to achieve scale efficiencies in delivering retirement benefits

• **Payroll companies**, which might sponsor a retirement benefit for those organizations, especially small and medium-sized businesses, that use their services. These could include Professional Employer Organizations (PEOs)

• **Platform companies** that rely on independent workers, which might sponsor a retirement benefit for those workers who use their platform

• **New worker organizations**, which might sponsor a retirement benefit for the workers they serve and/or are aiming to serve

• **Faith groups**, which might offer a retirement benefit to members of their faith communities

This is not a comprehensive list of institutions that might sponsor retirement benefits for uncovered workers. Other examples that have been proposed include financial services firms, alumni associations, and community service organizations. Nor does it include governments, which are currently serving as sponsors of plans through state-facilitated programs. This paper focuses largely on potential sponsors that have an occupational character, or some link to the workplace, and that have not been extensively discussed elsewhere.

While each of these groups is different, there are a few main reasons why these kinds of groups can be good sponsors for a retirement benefit.

First, workers may remain attached to these groups for longer than they remain attached to a single employer. Longer periods of attachment are well aligned with the long time horizon associated with retirement finance. This is one reason why company pensions worked well when workers often stayed with one employer for their entire careers.

Second, the large size of many of these groups means they are capable of creating larger-scale retirement benefits. Scale is an important value driver when it comes to pensions and retirement plans.\(^{68}\)

Third, for many of these groups, creating value and economic security for members is a key priority, meaning they may be more likely to spend the effort and resources necessary to provide a high-quality retirement benefit than many employers are.

Finally, many of these groups have some combination of tools and associational bonds that can help them be more effective at encouraging participation in a retirement plan, compared to workers navigating the financial services marketplace in more of a do-it-yourself environment. Considerable evidence suggests that access to a workplace retirement plan is an important determinant of retirement outcomes, and that the likelihood of Americans achieving a secure retirement solely through self-initiated approaches such as IRAs is low.\(^{69}\)

Further on, we discuss how a portable non-employer retirement benefit might work for many of these groups, as well as the opportunities and challenges associated with each. Broadly speaking, however, a number of factors, summarized in the table below, are likely to affect the ability of a sponsor or sponsors to deliver and grow a successful portable non-employer retirement benefit:

---

\(^{67}\) Organizations that may not play all the roles of a traditional labor union but still aim to promote the interests of workers and protect their economic security.


\(^{69}\) According to a recent study from the National Institute on Retirement Security, the median retirement balance among all working Americans is $0, and 68.3% of individuals age 55 to 64 had retirement savings equal to less than one times their annual income (Jennifer Erin Brown, Joelle Saad-Lessler, and Diane Oakley, “Retirement in America: Out of Reach for Working Americans?”, National Institute on Retirement Security, September 2018. https://www.nirsonline.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/SavingsCrisis_Final.pdf)
Success Factors for Sponsoring a Portable Non-Employer Retirement Benefit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRITERION</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Need/Demand in Addressable Group</strong></td>
<td>Within a given group, what is the need or demand for retirement security among members? How many members are covered? What is the adequacy of their existing retirement plans?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trust</strong></td>
<td>How much trust exists between members and the sponsor(s) on the topic of retirement security? If the sponsor(s) were to introduce retirement benefits, how might members perceive it?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration of Member Relationship</strong></td>
<td>How long do members stay affiliated with the sponsor or the group with which the sponsor is associated? How long are they likely to remain attached to the retirement benefit?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alignment of Interests</strong></td>
<td>Is there alignment between the interests of members and those of the sponsor(s)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ability to Enroll</strong></td>
<td>Can the sponsor(s) get its members to sign up for a retirement benefit it has introduced? Do they have tools to make enrollment as frictionless and automatic as possible?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ability to Partner with Providers</strong></td>
<td>Can the sponsor(s) form effective partnerships with providers to design and deliver retirement benefits, including effectively negotiating with and overseeing these providers?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An Opportunity for Providers

The expansion of portable non-employer retirement benefits represents an opportunity for providers to participate in solutions to America’s retirement coverage gap.

The universe of actors that could be involved in portable non-employer retirement benefits innovation and delivery includes a range of private and not-for-profit entities, including:

- Asset managers
- Recordkeepers
- Fintech firms
- Existing pension plans or retirement plans (that wish to offer their services to more members)
- Banks
- Insurance companies
- Credit unions
- Custodians or trust companies
- Not-for-profit benefits administration organizations, including in-house teams established by associations, unions, or other not-for-profit entities

Providers could, of course, participate in the administration of portable non-employer retirement benefits, as they do in the administration of single-employer retirement benefits, and just as they help administer the portable non-employer retirement benefits that exist today. Many of the tasks involved in delivering such benefits resemble those associated with the delivery of single-employer-based plans. Retirement funds need to be invested. Plan participants, and participating employers, require services, including enrollment and onboarding, transaction processing, education, communications, and recordkeeping. Some application of technology is typically required to assist with these tasks. To the extent members remain attached to the benefit in the post-retirement or decumulation phase, some kind of insurance or longevity pool may be involved. As with single-employer plans, the administration of a portable non-employer retirement benefit could involve a single provider or multiple providers.

In addition to assisting with administration, providers also have a key role to play as leaders and innovators to refine, test, improve,
and expand the category of portable non-employer retirement benefits. They can work with sponsors to develop unique and forward-thinking benefit designs to meet the needs of different populations. They can pioneer tools, tactics, and technologies to improve participation and participant outcomes in environments where payroll deduction is not available. They can develop solutions to help insure savers and retirees against complex but predictable risks, such as market volatility and longevity, without putting undue risk on the sponsor. These and other types of private and not-for-profit innovation are necessary to determine what kinds of portable non-employer retirement benefits work best, and how best to expand the market.

The Role of Employers

Although individual employers may not be sponsors of portable non-employer retirement benefits, they would still play a critical facilitating role in many of these arrangements. Their primary role would be to offer the retirement benefits to their employees, facilitate access to payroll deduction, and provide matching contributions where possible. There could also be an important role for employers in promoting the retirement benefits to their contract workers. Finally, the workplace can be a productive venue for retirement education, and employers can help arrange retirement education sessions that a portable non-employer retirement benefits arrangement might offer.

Portable non-employer retirement benefits could be of value to employers in two main ways. First, relative to traditional employer-sponsored retirement plans, they could reduce the administrative burden, costs, and potential liability associated with providing a retirement benefit. Second, if they have the right scale and design, portable non-employer retirement benefits could offer employers a higher-quality retirement arrangement than they would normally be able to access on their own.

The Potential for a Sizeable New Market

There are a few ways to assess, on a rough basis, the potential size of the market for portable non-employer retirement benefits. One is to look at the current size of the market for plans that are not tied to a single employer. As illustrated in the table below, existing ERISA plans involving more than one employer already represent an important part of the market for workplace retirement plans. Taken together, America’s over 7,000 multiemployer plans and multiple employer plans represent over a trillion dollars of assets under management and over 20 million plan participants. Although this represents only about 1 percent of the total number of plans governed by ERISA, participants in multiemployer and multiple employer plans represent about 16 percent of the total in all ERISA plans, and assets in these plans represent about 13 percent of the $8.2 trillion of assets in all ERISA plans. 

---

## Retirement Plans Involving More than One Employer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLAN TYPE</th>
<th>PLAN DESIGN</th>
<th>NUMBER OF PLANS</th>
<th>NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS</th>
<th>ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Multiemployer Plans</strong></td>
<td>Defined Benefit</td>
<td>1,413</td>
<td>10.3 million</td>
<td>$501 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Defined Contribution</td>
<td>1,234</td>
<td>4.6 million</td>
<td>$194 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>2,647</strong></td>
<td><strong>14.9 million</strong></td>
<td><strong>$695 billion</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Multiple Employer Plans (MEPs)</strong></td>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>4,834</strong></td>
<td><strong>6.6 million</strong></td>
<td><strong>$364 billion</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>7,481</strong></td>
<td><strong>21.5 million</strong></td>
<td><strong>$1,059 billion</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A second way to approximate the potential size of the market for portable non-employer retirement benefits is in relation to the size of the single-employer-based market. Leaving aside state and local pension plans, today there are roughly $7.7 trillion in assets in employer-sponsored defined contribution plans. Even if the portable non-employer retirement benefits market were to grow to 10 percent of the size of this employer-sponsored market, that would constitute nearly $800 billion in assets under management. To put this in perspective, a recent study by Willis Towers Watson found that only six countries in the world, including the US, had total pension assets exceeding $800 billion.

A third way to size the potential market is based on the number of uncovered participants. If portable non-employer retirement benefits were to cover 10 percent of the 55 million American employees without access to workplace retirement plans, that would amount to a total of 5.5 million plan participants. Assuming the average participant in these plans builds up an account balance of $50,000 — roughly half the average balance for 401(k) plans — this would result in total retirement assets of nearly $280 billion, a market larger than the total pension assets in jurisdictions such as Finland, France, Hong Kong, Ireland, Italy, and Mexico.

---

71 Ibid.
75 See Vanguard, “How America Saves 2018”, June 2018. https://pressroom.vanguard.com/nonindexed/HAS18_062018.pdf; Becca Stanek, “The Average 401(k) Balance by Age”, Smart Asset, August 20, 2018. https://smartasset.com/retirement/average-401k-balance-by-age. There are reasons to believe that account balances for portable retirement plans would be lower. For instance, uncovered Americans tend to have lower incomes than covered Americans. However, there are also reasons that point in the other direction. For example, if a retirement plan stays with a member from job to job, this allows greater opportunities to build up assets in a single account, rather than holding multiple smaller accounts from multiple employers.
A fourth and more optimistic forecast for the size of the portable non-employer retirement benefits market would assume some substitution of retirement arrangements in the single-employer-based market. Many employers, especially smaller and medium-sized employers, may see the appeal in transitioning from a plan that they sponsor themselves to a larger-scale, pooled arrangement in which they have less legal liability and fewer administrative responsibilities, and in which their workers get better value for money. If 10 percent of the employer-sponsored defined contribution market shifted to a portable non-employer retirement benefit arrangement and such benefits achieved coverage expansion equivalent to another 10 percent of the size of the current employer-sponsored defined contribution market, this would also result in a total market size of just over $1.5 trillion – roughly the size of the Netherland’s total pension assets, and approaching the size of Canada’s and Australia’s.  

---

77 Ibid.
The creation of this market has the potential to create shared value\textsuperscript{78} for a range of stakeholders. First and foremost, American workers and retirees would benefit from the greater retirement value for money of portable non-employer retirement benefits. Private providers of occupational retirement arrangements, both existing providers and new entrants who are able to contribute to the expansion of portable non-employer retirement benefits, would also benefit from the expansion of the workplace-based market. Employers stand to benefit for reasons of value for employees, lower legal and financial liability, and greater administrative ease.

Finally, the creation of a portable non-employer retirement benefits market also stands to benefit civil society organizations, including trade associations, professional associations, labor unions, and faith groups that could sponsor these benefits. Providing a high-quality retirement benefit could be a way for these organizations to attract and retain members at a time when many are grappling with declining membership and trying to redefine their value proposition.\textsuperscript{79}

Of course, these projections and benefits to stakeholders depend on portable non-employer retirement benefits gaining traction. This will require further developing models of portable non-employer retirement benefits that work, effectively serving uncovered and underserved constituencies, creating value for sponsors of these benefits, and allowing providers to participate in the market and build sustainable business models around that participation. We will now turn to a discussion of how these benefits have worked under a range of non-employer-centric models.


\textsuperscript{79} For a discussion of this topic in the context of trade unions and labor organizations, see David Rolf, “A Roadmap to Rebuilding Worker Power”, The Century Foundation, 2018. https://tcf.org/content/report/roadmap-rebuilding-worker-power/. Rolf identifies benefits provision and administration as one of the most promising opportunities for worker organizations to add value to society.
Exploring Options for Non-Employer-Centric Models

This section explores a range of options for how portable non-employer retirement benefits could work, through the lens of six different non-employer-centric models: associations, sectors, labor unions, new labor organizations, payroll or platform companies, and faith groups.

Associations

Associations form an important part of the American social and economic landscape. In his treatise on American democracy, Alexis de Tocqueville remarked on the tendency of Americans to associate: “Everywhere that, at the head of a new undertaking, you see the government in France and a great lord in England, count on it that you will perceive an association in the United States.”

According to the American Society of Association Executives, there are about 67,000 professional and trade associations in the US. These associations employ 1.3 million people, generate $142 billion in revenue, and hold $306 billion in assets.

Here we will explore these two main types of associations: professional associations and trade associations. That said, other kinds of associations, such as alumni groups or community service organizations, could also potentially offer such benefits. As noted earlier, however, an exploration of these institutions is outside the scope of this paper, which focuses on sponsors with some link to the workplace.

A professional association could sponsor a plan for its members and allow them to join the plan on a voluntary basis. Such a plan could, for example, be aimed at self-employed professionals who are unlikely to have access to a retirement plan through their workplace. These professionals could include lawyers, doctors, veterinarians, dentists, architects, engineers, and accountants. The benefit might also be offered to the support staff for those professionals, who, if they are working in smaller organizations, are unlikely to have access to a workplace retirement plan.

The addressable market for professional association-sponsored retirement benefits could be sizeable. Just 12 percent of the self-employed have a workplace retirement plan. Many professionals, particularly in highly regulated professions, are likely to remain attached to their professional association throughout their careers, a time horizon that is consistent with the long time horizon of retirement finance, and that allows them time to build trust in their association to provide valuable benefits and services. Because many self-employed professionals are upper-middle and upper-income, opportunities to provide retirement benefits through associations are likely to attract significant private sector interest and, therefore, competition.

Many professional associations already offer member benefits for products and services, including professional liability and life insurance. Professional associations also play a major role in work-related training, with nearly 10 million Americans receiving formal training through a professional association. A portable non-employer retirement benefit could serve as a natural extension of an association’s suite

82 Ibid.
of benefits and services. Given the potential lifetime value of being a member of a high-quality, workplace-based retirement plan — it can be worth several hundreds of thousands of dollars or more — a retirement offering could be among the most attractive benefits that an association offers. If the professional association already offers member benefits, it may also have additional capacity and skill when it comes to designing benefits that meet the unique needs of its members, and promoting those benefits to its members.

The American Bar Association (ABA)’s retirement program offers a longstanding example of a professional association-sponsored retirement benefit. Founded in 1963, ABA Retirement Funds today serves over 37,000 participants, including 12,000 solo practitioners, and has over $6 billion in assets under management. The ABA Retirement Funds was originally run by staff at the association, but now operates separately, with the oversight of a board of directors elected by the ABA’s Board of Governors. The program has a staff of four and outsources most of its operations to service providers, which are responsible for administering about 4,000 individual plans. The ABA Retirement Funds set these up as individual plans, rather than one single plan, to avoid ERISA’s “one bad apple” rule under which a rule violation by one employer could disqualify the entire plan. Recently, it is working to develop ways to help plan participants in the post-retirement phase. For instance, it is considering developing a retiree manual to educate members about their decumulation options.

The professional association-sponsored model presents some challenges. The first and most significant is that it is likely to be a voluntary arrangement, meaning it is subject to many of the behavioral shortcomings that individual savers face when preparing for retirement on their own. This limitation could be mitigated by strategies that mimic automatic or mandatory enrollment, such as making contributions to a retirement benefit a default add-on to the payment of association membership fees, unless the member opts out. It may also be mitigated by the facts that professional associations often have highly efficient ways of reaching their members, including member communications, training, professional conferences, and the delivery of existing member benefits.

A second downside is that the ability of associations to cover professionals varies widely. Some associations have very high or even universal coverage rates within their professional community, whereas others cover only a fraction of their community. That said, the association landscape is not static. Recent years have seen new examples of associations designed to serve self-employed professionals who are not represented or adequately served by existing organizations. One example from the UK is the Association of Independent Professionals and the Self-Employed, which now also has a US chapter (IPSE US). In Canada, the Professional Institute of the Public Service of Canada, a union that represents professionals who work for the Canadian government, announced that it would be launching a new organization.

---


86 Insights on the ABA’s program are drawn in part from an interview with Scarlett Ungurean, Executive Director of ABA Retirement Funds. See Appendix for more details on the ABA case study.

87 See IPSE website, accessed November 2018. https://www.ipse.co.uk/ipse-us.html
called Professionals Canada in 2020,\textsuperscript{88} which is intended to serve independent professionals.

In addition to professional associations, \textit{trade associations} could also sponsor portable non-employer retirement benefits. Such associations are usually affiliated with a particular industry or sector. Unlike professional associations whose members are individual workers, trade associations’ membership tends to be comprised of employers. A trade association-sponsored portable non-employer retirement benefit, therefore, would likely be aimed at those smaller and medium-sized employers that struggle to provide a retirement plan to their workers. This is one of the models envisioned by the US Department of Labor’s recent proposal for Association Retirement Plans (ARPs), which would make it easier for trade associations or groups of employers to band together to offer a retirement plan aimed at small businesses.\textsuperscript{89}

A portable non-employer retirement benefit could, for example, be sponsored by a chamber of commerce or small business association at the local, state, or national level. These organizations have large memberships. Many of them already offer benefits to their members, using bulk purchasing and affinity arrangements to help small and medium enterprises get access to products and services that would be hard to access on their own. Common offerings currently include payments processing, insurance, and payroll. A portable non-employer retirement benefit could be added to this suite of services and tailored for the needs of small and medium-sized enterprises.

Similarly, a portable non-employer retirement benefit could be sponsored by a trade association that represents employers in a particular sector or industry, many of which also offer benefits and services to its member employers. This approach is similar to the sectoral approach, which will be discussed in more detail in the section below.

There are some limitations to the trade association-based model. One is portability. From a member perspective, such benefits may not be portable from employer to employer. A worker may need to move between small businesses that offer the same plan in order to have full portability. Another potential challenge is how to ensure an alignment of interests between the sponsors of the benefits and the benefits’ members. In the case of professional associations, the sponsor’s primary accountability is to the workers, whereas in the case of trade associations, it is typically to the employers. This challenge could be addressed by allowing for some kind of worker voice or representation in the governance of the benefit, and/or by partnering with worker organizations in sponsoring and overseeing the benefit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRITERION</th>
<th>NEED/Demand in Addressable Group</th>
<th>TRUST</th>
<th>Duration of Member Relationships</th>
<th>Alignment of Interests</th>
<th>Ability to Enroll</th>
<th>Ability to Partner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Professional Association</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low - Medium</td>
<td>Medium - High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade Association</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low - Medium</td>
<td>Low - Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium - High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Sectors

While workers are likely to change employers many times throughout their career — an average of 12 times\(^90\) — they are more likely to remain attached to the same sector for longer periods of time. So rather than organizing retirement benefits around individual employers, it could make more sense to organize them sectorally. A sector-based model of pensions and retirement plans has gained widespread adoption in places such as Australia, the Netherlands, and the Canadian public sector.

How might a sector-based portable non-employer retirement benefit work? A group of leaders within a particular sector might decide to form a portable non-employer retirement benefit that employers and workers in that sector would be able to access. The benefit would be portable within the sector, and workers might be able to carry the benefit with them when they leave the sector. The plan might also be open to non-employees who work in the sector, and allow workers to stay in the plan as they move between different kinds of employment status. If there is a single umbrella group that represents the sector, such as a strong trade association, that group might serve as the sponsor of the plan. Where no such central, representative group exists, the sector-based benefit may need to be established through coalitions or partnerships, and a new entity may need to be established to oversee and administer the benefit. In large, disaggregated sectors, there may also be an important role for governments, either as sponsors or as enablers.

Outside the US, Canada’s Co-operative Superannuation Society Pension Plan (CSS) is an example of a sector-based plan aimed at Canada’s credit union and cooperatives sector.\(^91\) According to CSS’s Executive Director Martin McInnis, the two employers that started the plan in 1939 “had a genuine care for their employees and saw the business case for offering a plan.”\(^92\) The plan also benefited from a regulatory environment that, at the time, was less prescriptive.\(^93\) Based in Saskatchewan, CSS has become one of Canada’s largest defined contribution plans, with US$3.5 billion in assets, 47,000 members, and 350 participating employers, most of which are credit unions and cooperatives with fewer than 25 employees.

More recent examples of a sector-based approach include two efforts to establish portable non-employer retirement benefits for not-for-profit organizations. In Massachusetts, the Massachusetts Nonprofit Network partnered with the state government to launch CORE, a multiple employer 401(k) for Massachusetts nonprofits with 20 or fewer employees. In Canada, a coalition of foundations, not-for-profit leaders, and retirement security experts, including

---


\(^91\) Insights from the CSS case study are drawn in part from an interview with Martin McInnis, Executive Director of CSS. See Appendix for more details on the CSS case study.

\(^92\) Interview with Martin McInnis.

\(^93\) Ibid.
Common Wealth is working to establish a national, portable, collective retirement plan for Canada’s not-for-profit sector, in which about 850,000 workers lack access to a workplace retirement plan. This sectoral approach has some key advantages. It can enable a high degree of portability, especially in sectors where workers are likely to stay in the sector for many years, even if they move from employer to employer. If the sector is large, it also allows the retirement plan to achieve greater scale. Further, workers and employers in the sector may trust their sector peers on critical human capital issues facing the sector, such as retirement security.

Perhaps the main challenge of the sectoral approach is that sectors may not have a natural organizing body, potentially leading to a kind of collective action problem. Establishing and scaling a portable non-employer retirement benefit within a sector is a significant undertaking, and requires sustained leadership by a core group of actors within that sector. Where a sector is fragmented, the resources required to market and scale the plan may be considerable. Competition among employers or other entities in a sector could also pose barriers to establishing a common retirement plan, especially where employers view the quality of their retirement benefits as a source of comparative advantage.

Another challenge is what happens when workers move between sectors. While workers are more likely to stay in the same sector than they are to stay with the same employer, making a portable non-employer retirement benefit program work would be more difficult in sectors where inter-sector mobility is high. This portability challenge can be mitigated by allowing participants to stay in a plan once they have joined, even if they leave the sector.

**PENSION PLAN**

Started in **1939**

**47,000+** participants

**350+** employers

**$3.5B** in AUM

Common Wealth, is working to establish a national, portable, collective retirement plan for Canada’s not-for-profit sector, in which about 850,000 workers lack access to a workplace retirement plan.\(^{94}\)

This sectoral approach has some key advantages. It can enable a high degree of portability, especially in sectors where workers are likely to stay in the sector for many years, even if they move from employer to employer. If the sector is large, it also allows the retirement plan to achieve greater scale. Further, workers and employers in the sector may trust their sector peers on critical human capital issues facing the sector, such as retirement security.\(^{95}\)

Perhaps the main challenge of the sectoral approach is that sectors may not have a natural organizing body, potentially leading to a kind of collective action problem. Establishing and scaling a portable non-employer retirement benefit within a sector is a significant undertaking, and requires sustained leadership by a core group of actors within that sector. Where a sector is fragmented, the resources required to market and scale the plan may be considerable. Competition among employers or other entities in a sector could also pose barriers to establishing a common retirement plan, especially where employers view the quality of their retirement benefits as a source of comparative advantage.

Another challenge is what happens when workers move between sectors. While workers are more likely to stay in the same sector than they are to stay with the same employer, making a portable non-employer retirement benefit program work would be more difficult in sectors where inter-sector mobility is high. This portability challenge can be mitigated by allowing participants to stay in a plan once they have joined, even if they leave the sector.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRITERION</th>
<th>NEED/DEMAND IN ADDRESSABLE GROUP</th>
<th>TRUST</th>
<th>DURATION OF MEMBER RELATIONSHIPS</th>
<th>ALIGNMENT OF INTERESTS</th>
<th>ABILITY TO ENROLL</th>
<th>ABILITY TO PARTNER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary Rating</td>
<td>Medium - High</td>
<td>of interests</td>
<td>Ability to enroll</td>
<td>Ability to partner</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Labor Unions

Labor unions have long been involved in advocating for and, in some cases, sponsoring workplace pension and retirement plans. It seems natural, then, to consider unions as potential sponsors for portable non-employer retirement benefits. One way that a labor-sponsored offering could start is for a union to set up a plan for the segments of their membership that are uncovered by existing retirement plans. Such a plan could be solely sponsored by the union or jointly sponsored between the union and employers in the relevant sector. The plan could be overseen by the union itself, an affiliate, or an arm's-length benefits administrator.

Union members would be able to stay in the plan while members of the union, regardless of which employer they work for. Over time, membership in the plan could be expanded to spouses of union members, members of other unions, and non-union members, including non-unionized employees in the sector in which the union operates. The union could engage its affiliated employers on the plan through collective bargaining, or on a voluntary basis, based on the independent value proposition of a higher-quality, more portable, larger-scale plan in which the employer would have less fiduciary responsibility.

How broadly might the labor union-based model reach into uncovered and underserved populations? There are pessimistic and optimistic ways of answering this question. The pessimistic assessment might point out that union density is already very low and has been falling. Just 6.5 percent of wage and salary workers in the private sector, and 10.7 percent of the wage and salary workers overall, are members of unions. Further, about two-thirds of union members are already covered by a workplace retirement plan. Traditional unions faced with what they see as more existential threats, such as the erosion of their ability to collect mandatory dues, may be unlikely to make the long-term investment necessary to set up a portable non-employer retirement benefit.

But there is a more optimistic way of looking at unions’ ability to address uncovered and underserved populations. There are about 5 million American union members who are uncovered by a workplace retirement plan — roughly equivalent to the entire population of South Carolina, and representing nearly 10 percent of the total uncovered employee population. Unions are in an excellent position to address this coverage gap for their own members. Further, the fact that union density has been declining and some unions fear an existential threat may serve as motivation for them to provide greater value to their members by offering a portable non-employer retirement benefit, or to use such a benefit as an example of union-led innovation to demonstrate the continued relevance of the labor movement in a 21st century economy. Finally, the total addressable population for union-sponsored portable non-employer retirement benefits could extend beyond current union members, to include spouses of union members, non-unionized workers who might join a union under an “associate member” category, and workers associated with employers or other actors that

might co-sponsor a union-initiated portable non-employer retirement benefit.

An example of a recent effort to extend retirement coverage to lower- and moderate-income employees is being implemented by a Washington state-based local Service Employees International Union (SEIU 775).\(^99\) SEIU’s Secure Retirement Trust is aimed at a group of lower- and moderate-income home care workers. Currently, the plan’s contributions come only from employers, who put in 50 cents per hour for each worker. Structured as a trust-based 401(a) plan, the plan has a Taft-Hartley governance model and was originally set up through bargaining with the state of Washington, which acts as the central bargaining agent for home health care employers.

There are several reasons to believe that a labor-based approach could be successful. First, labor organizations are increasingly trying to offer value and protection to groups of workers who are uncovered and underserved by the employer-centric system, including lower- and moderate-income workers and contingent workers. A high-quality retirement benefit could serve as a concrete source of value for these workers, and for some it may represent a reason to join a union, or at least engage with one. The need to demonstrate such value has become more acute in light of recent court decisions that erode unions’ ability to generate revenue.\(^100\)

Second, labor organizations potentially benefit from a highly efficient enrollment tool: collective bargaining. This is a method of achieving automatic or mandatory enrollment at scale. Where that bargaining is large-scale or centralized, this enrollment mechanism becomes even more efficient, lowering sales and marketing costs associated with distributing the retirement plan.

Third, there is strong potential alignment between the mission of labor organizations – advancing the economic interests of working people – and the creation of a retirement vehicle.

---

\(^99\) Insights from the SEIU 775 case study are drawn from an interview with David Rolf, Abigail Solomon, and Lydia Barlow, who are the former president of SEIU 775, Executive Director of SEIU 775 Benefits Group, and Managing Director of SEIU 775 Secure Retirement Trust, respectively. See Appendix for more details on the SEIU 775 case study.


significant minority of multiemployer defined benefit plans. The sustainability issues facing state and local government pensions are also well-known. Unions are often involved in the governance of these plans and have come to be associated, fairly or unfairly, with their funding challenges. A major role for labor in expanding portable non-employer retirement benefits will also require an openness to benefit designs other than the defined benefit model, which has been the one the movement has traditionally promoted and defended.¹⁰²

Labor organizations may need to develop their ability to effectively partner with the private sector to design and deliver the kind of benefit that would add unique value for their membership. This may require labor organizations to develop more sophisticated data on their members’ financial lives, greater ability to form commercial partnerships, and enhanced capacity to distribute portable benefits outside a collective bargaining context. In order to enhance these capabilities, SEIU 775 set up a separate benefits administration organization, which administers three trust-based benefit funds, employs over 100 people, and has functions to deal with project management, customer experience, and customer service.¹⁰³

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRITERION</th>
<th>NEED/DEMAND IN ADDRESSABLE GROUP</th>
<th>TRUST</th>
<th>DURATION OF MEMBER RELATIONSHIPS</th>
<th>ALIGNMENT OF INTERESTS</th>
<th>ABILITY TO ENROLL</th>
<th>ABILITY TO PARTNER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary Rating</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium-High</td>
<td>Medium-High</td>
<td>Medium-High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

New Worker Organizations

For workers not represented by traditional unions, new worker organizations might represent a promising sponsor. “New worker organization” is a broad term that refers to groups whose goal is to advance the economic interests and security of workers, but are not structured as traditional unions and do not perform all the functions of unions, such as collective bargaining.¹⁰⁴ Examples include the National Domestic Workers Alliance, Restaurant Opportunities Centers United, the Freelancers Union, and the Model Alliance.

The Workers Benefit Fund (WBF) provides some insight into how a new worker organization might offer and scale a suite of portable benefits.¹⁰⁵ WBF provides a pilot suite of benefits, which include health and vision benefits, to gig economy drivers in New York City through the Independent Drivers Guild (IDG), an example of a new worker organization. IDG is a Machinists Union affiliate that represents over 85,000 for-hire drivers, including those who drive for Uber.

WBF assists with both organizing and benefits delivery. It helps create guilds, like the IDG, that can provide both worker power and the scale required for high-quality benefits delivery. In New York, the WBF is currently providing health and vision benefits, as well as assistance in accessing health insurance through the Affordable Care Act. The provision of these benefits is facilitated by funding from the Black Car Fund, a not-for-profit created by the state government that collects a 2.5 percent surcharge on each ride for the purposes of providing workers’ compensation and other benefits.¹⁰⁶ WBF does not currently offer a retirement benefit, but could offer one in the future.

¹⁰² Interview with David Rolf, Abigail Solomon, and Lydia Barlow.
¹⁰³ See the case study in the Appendix for more details.
¹⁰⁵ Insights on the WBF case study are drawn from an interview with Ben Geyerhahn, the organization’s CEO. For further details on WBF, see the case study in the Appendix.
New worker organizations hold the promise of reaching many workers, especially contingent workers, that other potential sponsors canvassed here would have difficulty reaching. They may also have a strong alignment of interests with the workers who might form part of a portable non-employer retirement benefit. For similar reasons, workers may be more likely to trust them to deliver high-quality benefits, making it more likely that they will enroll.

There are also limitations. For new worker organizations to become effective sponsors of portable non-employer retirement benefits, they may need greater membership scale, greater ability to easily enroll members in a retirement program, and more significant sources of independent funding. Further, because new worker organizations do not bargain collectively, they would need to find creative ways of encouraging enrollment in a portable non-employer retirement benefit. The WBF’s advantage, in this respect, is a pilot funded by a state government-imposed surcharge that mimics payroll deduction and that allows benefits programs to scale in a way that is much more challenging in a purely voluntary environment.
Another potential sponsor of portable non-employer retirement benefits are companies that have large-scale relationships with uncovered or underserved constituencies.

One such type of company is the payroll provider. Because such providers already provide a wide range of payroll processing services, they offer an easy access point for employers who wish to add retirement benefits for their employees. Bundling retirement benefits with payroll services may be especially attractive to smaller and medium-sized employers, for whom it could be an opportunity to reduce the costs and administrative burden associated with offering a retirement plan. Some of the largest payroll providers, including ADP and Paychex, offer retirement plans on their platforms.

A more recent example of a payroll-based retirement benefit is the partnership between Gusto, a payroll provider, and Guideline, a 401(k) provider. Both are relatively new, technology-driven companies that aim to serve small and medium-sized organizations. For Gusto, the partnership allows the company to provide additional value to its payroll clients, building on a group health insurance offering it introduced in 2015. For Guideline, working with Gusto provides a cost-effective way of reaching its intended customer base. So far, the majority of employers that have signed up for a 401(k) through the partnership did not previously offer a workplace retirement plan.

Are payroll-based models an effective way to expand retirement plan coverage and build a market for portable non-employer retirement benefits? One can see how they reduce some of the barriers to small and medium-sized organizations in offering a retirement plan. Such plans can be tailored to meet the needs of small and medium-sized businesses, including providing solutions that are low-cost, simple, and easy to administer.

In theory, the potential addressable market would appear to be very large. ADP alone processes payroll for one in six US private sector workers. In practice, however, the potential for payroll firms to make a dent in the coverage problem may be smaller. Many payroll providers already offer retirement plans; it is unclear how much their presence in the market has moved the needle on coverage, as opposed to providing retirement plans to employers that would have otherwise still offered a plan, but with a different provider.

There are also questions about how the payroll-based model could meet all the criteria in the proposed definition of portable non-employer retirement benefit. For such plans to be portable for an employee, that employee would need to move to another employer that used the same payroll provider. And while payroll-based plans are well-positioned to serve employees of small and medium-sized organizations, it is less clear how they would serve independent workers, who are unlikely to be compensated through payroll systems.

There may be ways to combine the payroll-based model with another model of portable non-employer retirement benefit. For example, a chamber of commerce-sponsored portable non-employer retirement benefit might partner with one or more major payroll providers to build integrations that make it easier for small
and medium-sized businesses to access the benefit. Providers such as Guideline already offer a number of such integrations, as does NEST, the retirement plan set up by the UK government to cover workers without a plan.

Platform companies could also offer a portable non-employer retirement benefit to the workers who provide services on their platforms. This could include temp agencies or “gig economy” platforms such as ridesharing companies and online marketplaces for freelancers. Some of these companies have already begun offering retirement savings options to their workers. In 2016, for instance, Uber announced a partnership with the fintech firm Betterment to provide a retirement savings plan for its drivers. A year later, 2,500 drivers had signed up – 0.4 percent of the estimated 600,000 Uber drivers in the US at the time.

Platform companies have two major advantages when it comes to providing portable non-employer retirement benefits. First, they have scale and, therefore, access to large numbers of contingent workers, who may be difficult to reach through other channels. Second, platform companies often have significant experience in forming business partnerships with providers and, particularly where they are technology-enabled, have the ability to integrate retirement plan provider technology with their platform’s technology in a way that can make enrollment more seamless. Third, they control the payments to workers, creating a potential means of directing contributions.

However, there are some challenges with the platform company-based model. First, unless a platform is prepared to recognize its workers as employees, any provision of retirement benefits is likely to be purely voluntary, and the

---


112 A good example of a company that has formed such partnerships with platform companies is Stride, a technology-focused firm that aims at helping independent workers access health insurance and other benefits. Stride has partnered with a number of large platform companies to help their contract workers get access to benefits (interview with Jamil Poonja, Director of Corporate Development at Stride).
platform company is likely to be reluctant to promote the offering too aggressively for fear of jeopardizing the independent contractor status of its workers. Second, the job tenure of workers with any particular platform company may not be very long, in which case the benefit may not be portable, and the plan is less likely to have a life cycle perspective. Third, and perhaps most importantly, workers may not trust the platform companies to act in their best interests, making it less likely workers will join a retirement program because it is promoted by the platform.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRITERION</th>
<th>NEED/DEMAND IN ADDRESSABLE GROUP</th>
<th>TRUST</th>
<th>DURATION OF MEMBER RELATIONSHIPS</th>
<th>ALIGNMENT OF INTERESTS</th>
<th>ABILITY TO ENROLL</th>
<th>ABILITY TO PARTNER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Payroll Company</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low-Medium</td>
<td>Low-Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform Company</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low-Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Faith Groups

Despite declines in religiosity over the past several decades, America remains a deeply devout nation. Over one-third of Americans – 36 percent – attend religious services at least once a week. Religiosity among whom the percentage of religiously unaffiliated is over three times that for Americans age 65 and over, a strong majority still profess some kind of religious identity. Given their scale and importance to Americans, might faith groups be a potential sponsor for portable non-employer retirement benefits?

Faith groups could act as sponsors of such benefits in one of two ways. First, a denomination could establish a centrally administered, pooled retirement benefit for all the workers in that faith community. This benefit could include both employees and contract workers. The size of the arrangement could allow economies of scale that would be likely to improve outcomes for participants. And the workers who serve the denomination would be able to take the benefit with them as they move from church to church, mosque to mosque, or synagogue to synagogue.

The United Methodist Church has a retirement benefit similar to this called Wespath. Insights on the Wespath case study are drawn from an interview with Tim Koch, Wespath’s former Chief Financial Officer, as well as Wespath’s website: www.wespath.org. See Appendix for more details on the Wespath case study.

---


116 Insights on the Wespath case study are drawn from an interview with Tim Koch, Wespath’s former Chief Financial Officer, as well as Wespath’s website: www.wespath.org. See Appendix for more details on the Wespath case study.
is a multi-jurisdictional retirement plan – the largest publicly reported denominational plan in the US – that manages $24 billion in assets for The United Methodist Church in the US, as well as 53 other countries around the world. The church first established a pension plan in 1908, making its plan the second-oldest denominational plan in the country (the Presbyterian Church’s plan started earlier). The plan serves employees of the church and employees of the church’s agencies – all told, a total of over 100,000 participants globally. Membership consists mainly of clergy, but also of lay employees. Wespath provides both a defined benefit plan and a defined contribution plan, and offers in partnership with Ernst & Young, a financial planning service to help improve the financial acumen and financial health of clergy.

Creating centralized plans for workers within a denomination would appear feasible and could have some important advantages when it comes to attracting and retaining workers within that particular denomination. As a tool for expanding retirement plan coverage, it is more limited. Many religious groups, at least within the Christian tradition, already appear to offer denomination-wide benefits plans involving more than one employer. While an expansion of such arrangements would likely improve efficiency, and could extend coverage to some employees and contractors who are not covered by existing retirement benefits, its overall impact on America’s retirement security challenge would likely be small.

A potentially more far-reaching approach would be for faith groups to sponsor portable non-employer retirement benefits for the members of their community. The addressable uncovered group here is, in theory, very large. If we assume 55 million Americans lack access to a workplace retirement plan, and 36 percent of those attend religious services once a week or more (assuming the same proportion as the population as a whole), then there is a pool of nearly 20 million regular participants in faith communities who could be served by a faith group-sponsored portable non-employer retirement benefit. Where the faith community already sponsors a retirement arrangement for its employees – especially where that arrangement has scale, as in the Wespath example – there could be opportunities to extend access to that arrangement to the broader faith community.

A number of issues and questions arise in considering whether such a model would work well:

- The broader faith-based model may not align with the vision of portable non-employer retirement benefits as a workplace-based arrangement. While Wespath is a workplace-based arrangement for the United Methodist clergy and lay workers, it would lose its occupational character if it were offered to the United Methodist parishioners, and would look more like a retail retirement account.

117 For example, the Church Benefits Association, a group bringing together approximately 50 church pension boards, religious orders, and denominational benefit programs, has existed since 1915. Its members manage over $60 billion in pensions and health plans, and represent over 250,000 members of clergy and other church-related employees (Church Benefits Association, “Did You Know?”, accessed November 2018. www.churchbenefitsassociation.org; Church Benefits Association, “History and Background”, accessed November 2018. https://www.churchbenefitsassociation.org/page/History_and.Background)


With membership in faith-based communities declining, there may be issues of account turnover, making administration of the plan challenging and making it less likely that the plan will remain attached to the member.

Would members of a faith community trust religious institutions to sponsor a retirement benefit for them? Compared to associations and unions, which already offer other forms of benefits to their members, providing such benefits would be newer territory for faith groups.

Given that the arrangement is likely to be voluntary, might faith groups make contributions more automatic? If members of a faith community regularly give to their church, synagogue, or mosque, might there be an opportunity to combine such automatic, regular donations with automatic, regular contributions into a portable non-employer retirement benefit?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRITERION</th>
<th>NEED/Demand in Addressable Group</th>
<th>Trust</th>
<th>Duration of Member Relationships</th>
<th>Alignment of Interests</th>
<th>Ability to Enroll</th>
<th>Ability to Partner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary Rating</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXPLORING OPTIONS FOR NON-EMPLOYER-CENTRIC MODELS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>ADVANTAGES</th>
<th>CHALLENGES</th>
<th>KEY SEGMENTS OF WORKERS WHO COULD BE SERVED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Professional Associations | • Many professional associations already offer member benefits; retirement benefits could serve as a natural extension  
• May have the capacity for designing benefits that meet the unique needs of members and promoting those benefits | • Enrollment is usually voluntary  
• Ability of associations to cover professionals varies widely  
• Higher bar to make benefit attractive to members given their access to other options on the market | • Self-employed  
• Employees of small and medium-sized organizations |
| Trade Associations    | • Potential for scale due to large memberships  
• Use bulk purchasing and affinity arrangements to help small and medium-sized enterprises access products and services at favorable rates | • May not be portable from employer to employer  
• Interests may not be fully aligned between the sponsors of the benefits and the benefit’s members (sponsor’s primary accountability is to the employers) | Employees of small and medium-sized organizations |
| Sectors               | • Enable a high degree of portability  
• Potential for large scale  
• Workers / employers in the sector may trust their sector peers on critical human capital issues, such as retirement security  
• Attract and retain talent within the sector | • May not have a natural organizing body, potentially leading to a collective action problem  
• Where the sector is fragmented, resources required to market and scale the plan may be considerable  
• In sectors where inter-sector mobility is high, portable non-employer retirement benefit program may not work | Lower- and moderate-income workers  
• Contingent workers  
• Employees of small and medium-sized organizations |
| Labor Unions          | • Potential to use portable benefits as a tool to grow / organize  
• Ability to bargain collectively (leading to mandatory enrollment)  
• Aligned interest between labor unions and their members  
• Strong potential alignment between the mission of labor organizations – enhancing economic security for working people – and the creation of a retirement vehicle | • Union density is already very low and has been falling  
• Many members already have workplace retirement plans  
• Without centralized collective bargaining, may be difficult to make plans mandatory  
• Lack of tools or resources to effectively promote benefits to members or partner with the private sector to design and deliver | Lower- and moderate-income workers  
• Contingent workers |
| New worker Organizations | • Strong alignment of interests with workers who would participate in the portable non-employer retirement benefits  
• Workers may trust these organizations more, increasing probability of enrollment | • Scale, operational capabilities, and independent funding are required for these organizations to become effective sponsors  
• Need ways of enrolling members absent of collective bargaining | Contingent workers |
| Payroll Companies     | • An easy access point for employers who wish to add retirement benefits for their employees  
• Reduced cost and administrative complexity | • Benefits may not be portable from job to job or be eligible for non-employees | Employees of small and medium-sized organizations |
| Platform Companies    | • Access to large numbers of contingent workers  
• Experienced in forming business partnerships; capability to integrate retirement plan provider technology with platform’s technology, could make enrollment more seamless | • May be reluctant to promote retirement benefits for fear of jeopardizing the independent contractor status of workers  
• Short job tenure may reduce portability  
• Workers may not trust the platform companies | Contingent workers |
| Faith Groups          | • Access to many uncovered workers  
• Members may be very trusting of the organizing group  
• For communities that already sponsor a retirement arrangement for their employees, especially where scale exists, could extend access to the broader faith community | • May look like a retail arrangement if it is purely voluntary  
• With declining members, potential issues of high account turnover  
• Members of a community may not trust religious institutions for financial products | Any types of uncovered/underserved workers |
Building Portable Non-Employer Retirement Benefits that Work

So far, the paper has discussed whom portable non-employer retirement benefits might serve and who might offer them. But how do we know if these benefits will work? How do we know they will be high-quality, providing good value for money, operating in the best interests of members, covering a large number of workers, and operating under a business model that is sustainable in the long term? This section discusses two interrelated factors that will help determine the effectiveness of portable non-employer retirement benefits: good design and scalability.

Good Design

The promise of portable non-employer retirement benefits is not just that they can provide access to a workplace-based retirement arrangement, but also that they can provide a high-quality benefit to workers who are uncovered or underserved today. One way of measuring quality is by looking at the efficiency with which a retirement arrangement translates savings today into retirement income tomorrow – its value for money.

Four key design principles can help enable the success of portable non-employer retirement benefits. While it will not be possible to follow all four principles in every case, following even one or two of them to start can make a material difference in a worker’s retirement security. And all four can help create a vision for what a “best-in-class” portable non-employer retirement benefit might look like in the long run.
## DESIGN PRINCIPLE | DESCRIPTION
--- | ---
**Members-First** | The benefit is structured so as to elevate the interests of members over those of other stakeholders, and align interests so as to maximize retirement value for the member and continuously improve the benefit as it grows and matures.

**Automatic** | The benefit makes contributions automatic, minimizing the risk of suboptimal retirement outcomes due to inaction by workers.

**Life Cycle** | The benefit stays with the member throughout the working years, as well as through retirement, serving as a life cycle vehicle during both the savings and the payout, or accumulation and decumulation, phases of retirement finance.

**Risk Pooling** | As the benefit scales, it looks for ways to pool risks for members, including investment and longevity risk.

---

**Principle 1: Members-first.** A growing body of global evidence suggests that retirement plans with member-focused governance structures produce superior outcomes compared to those without such structures.\(^{120}\) A members-first approach can entail one or more of the following:

- All those involved with the oversight and delivery of the benefit have a fiduciary duty – a legal duty to put participant interests first.

- Setting the benefit up on a not-for-profit basis so that any surplus or margin earned by the benefit is either returned to members or reinvested in improved service.\(^{121}\) In Europe and other parts of the world, this approach is often referred to as “profit-for-members.”\(^{122}\) Such structures often involve for-profit providers, but structure the benefit or plan itself as a not-for-profit.

- Establishing a governance structure that includes some member representation, is free of conflicts of interest, and has the combination of skills and experience necessary to oversee a retirement program, including both experience in disciplines associated with retirement security (for example, investment, administration, governance, plan design, and technology), and a knowledge of the membership, employer base, and broader community that the retirement benefit is designed to serve.

**Principle 2: Automatic.** Retirement savings can be meaningfully improved as a result of mandatory or automatic contributions.\(^{123}\) For behavioral reasons, contributions into the portable non-employer retirement benefit should be as automatic as possible. Where the benefit is delivered through a participating employer, it is obvious how to achieve this: through payroll deduction, using either mandatory or automatic enrollment. Where the participant does not have access to payroll deduction, the challenge is how to mimic the function that payroll deduction provides for employees: the combination of saving without having to act, not seeing (and therefore not having to act) the deduction, the challenge is how to mimic the function that payroll deduction provides for employees: the combination of saving without having to act, not seeing (and therefore not having to act) the deduction, the challenge is how to mimic
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missing) the money, and maintaining some regularity of contributions (including increases in contributions where “auto-escalation” features are used). “Automatic” need not mean the same contribution in each pay period, as payroll deduction has typically been structured. For workers who experience cashflow volatility, for instance, some variability in contributions may be necessary; the challenge in these cases is how to automate contributions in a way that is optimized for the person’s financial situation.

This problem could be addressed through technology, psychology, or some combination. Ideas for creating automaticity without payroll include:

- For associations or other groups that collect dues, making retirement contributions an automatic part of dues collection, or automatically enrolling the member in a retirement plan as part of his or her onboarding as a member of the group.

- For freelance or self-employed workers who are represented by some kind of union or new worker organization, negotiating mandatory or automatic retirement contributions into standard contracts with the organizations that provide income to these workers (for example, book deals between publishing houses and writers).

- Building automatic contributions to a portable non-employer retirement benefit into the member’s stream of spending, rather than his or her stream of pay. Acorns, a fintech company, has an app that allows users to save a proportion of their spending. Similarly, credit card providers such as EvoShare and TD Bank also offer options that embed savings into their credit card programs. An association or union might offer a sponsored credit card through its affinity program and then direct any credit card-directed savings into its portable non-employer retirement benefit.

- “Train the trainer” programs and community-based representatives could help engage other members of the community in the portable non-employer retirement benefits program. Fonds de solidarité FTQ is a Quebec-based, labor-sponsored fund that encourages workers to save for retirement by investing in the local economy. Today the fund has net assets of CA$14.8 billion, has over 650,000 participants, and relies on a base of over 1,700 union representatives who promote the savings program at their workplace.

**Principle 3: Life cycle.** Retirement arrangements are most effective if they stay with the member for the long term. Ideally, members would be able to stay in the retirement benefit arrangement as they move between jobs, as they change employment status (for example, employee to contractor), and after they retire. This is not just a matter of the portability of the plan, although that is a key feature; it is also a matter of the plan’s design.

Most 401(k)s and other employer-sponsored retirement plans in the US help members accumulate a nest egg, but do little to help them in the post-retirement phase. Portable non-employer retirement benefits should design for both phases and should take responsibility for the member’s retirement finances during both their working years and their post-retirement life.

---

The good news is that, unlike employers, many of the sponsoring organizations discussed in this paper have an incentive to encourage retired members to stay in a portable non-employer retirement benefit. Doing so may help an association or union retain a link to its members after they leave the workforce. This means that the demand for decumulation solutions from these kinds of sponsors is likely to be higher than that of employer sponsors. Such sponsors are arguably more likely than employers to be receptive to innovative post-retirement solutions from providers, and to push the market to develop new products, services, and strategies to help plan participants manage common post-retirement risks and issues.

To take maximum advantage of benefits that are designed for the full financial lifecycle, members would ideally stay in a portable retirement benefit for as long as possible. Those participants who do not remain attached to a single association, union, sector, or platform company for their entire financial life could be allowed to continue to participate in the retirement benefit even after they have ceased to be members of the sponsoring organization.

Principle 4: Risk pooling. Another way for portable non-employer retirement benefits to create value for members is by including some kind of risk pooling. The retirement plan design debate is often presented as a binary choice between defined contribution, in which members either bear virtually all of the risk, and defined benefit, in which risk is borne almost entirely by the sponsor. However, international best practice is increasingly landing somewhere in between these two poles.\footnote{On the limitations of the “DB versus DC” debate, and on the virtues of a “defined ambition” model, see Keith Ambachtsheer, “The Future of Pension Management: Integrating Design, Governance, and Investing”, 2017.} There are many different ways to achieve, and to express, this combination between defined benefit and defined contribution – target plans, shared risk plans, defined ambition plans, collective defined contribution plans, pooled plans, hybrid plans, cash balance plans, and more. Admittedly, risk pooling is not yet an approach that has been widely adopted in the US, so it is likely to be more of a long-term aspiration rather than an early design feature of portable non-employer retirement benefits.

Two main kinds of retirement-related risk can be pooled: investment risk and longevity risk. Investment risk pooling protects members against the impact of a market downturn that occurs at the “wrong” time from a member perspective, such as right before a planned retirement. Longevity risk pooling protects
members against the risk of outliving their money. Pooling can be achieved through the nature of the contract with plan members, or by providing in-plan options (such as annuities or other longevity risk pooling vehicles) for members in the near- and post-retirement phase. The risk in this case could be borne by a financial institution, such as an insurance company, or by the pool of plan members themselves.129

Scalability

For portable non-employer retirement benefits to have an impact, for them to achieve a scale at which they can incorporate all the design principles laid out above, for them to cover and make a difference in the financial lives of a meaningful number of Americans, they need to grow.

Compared to retirement plan design, the growth of workplace-based retirement arrangements is a much less developed discipline. In a traditional, single-employer-based defined benefit pension, growth may not be a major issue for its sponsor. Being a member of the plan is a condition of employment for employees. In that sense, the plan has already achieved maximum penetration of its addressable “market”: the employee base of the company that sponsors the plan.

The advent of 401(k)s with greater member choice has made growth more of a concern, especially where participation in a workplace plan is not mandatory. Behavioral techniques such as auto-enrollment or auto-escalation have helped improve participation and savings rates, and therefore the growth of the plan. But this can be thought of as a relatively simple growth problem, as it occurs within the self-contained and relatively controlled environment of an employer, with centralized human resources, finance, and management functions, and with the huge advantage that all participants are usually linked with one central payroll system.

Growth has been much more of the province of the retail retirement industry. As more and more Americans prepare for retirement on their own, the retail industry has gained decades of practice learning how to attract and retain millions of American savers and retirees as clients and customers. A successful portable non-employer retirement benefits market would seek to learn from the retail industry’s successes and engage some of its talent and assets.

In addition, to be able to efficiently reach populations the retail industry has struggled to serve, an expanding portable benefits market will need to develop its own unique growth strategies and tools. These strategies and tools could harness the power of the collective and draw from a combination of public policy, community organizing, social psychology, technology, and other disciplines.

129 Retirement scholar Moshe Milevsky has advocated for the use of a vehicle called a tontine, a financial instrument invented in the 17th century, to achieve this longevity pooling goal. Moshe Milevsky, “King William’s Tontine: Why the Retirement Annuity of the Future Should Resemble Its Past”, 2015.
Next Steps in Testing and Building the Market

This section reviews some potential next steps in building a market for portable non-employer retirement benefits. First, it explores some experiments and pilots that could help clarify the optimal design and distribution. Second, it lays out a series of enablers that could help strengthen the ecosystem and expand the market for portable non-employer retirement benefits.

Experiments and Pilots

The following are some initial ideas for incremental next steps that stakeholders could take to assess the demand for, and the optimal design of, portable non-employer retirement benefits:

• Conduct research around the opportunity to pilot a sector-wide plan for a given sector, for example the not-for-profit sector. The focus of the initial research could be limited to both a sub-sector (e.g., the arts) and a geography (for example, three cities on the East Coast) with a goal of reporting on the following issues: (i) the financial lives and needs of the target group in the sub-sector; (ii) lead partners (both employers and not-for-profits); (iii) defining and quantifying the potential size of the sub-sector and target market; (iv) building a business model on the basis of the data collected.

• Conduct polling or survey research with a potential sponsor of a portable non-employer retirement benefit to measure existing levels of trust in and demand for a value-for-money portable retirement offering offered by that group.

• Conduct research with a membership-based potential sponsor (for example, association, labor union, faith group) on the financial lives of its members and on the optimal design of a portable non-employer retirement benefit so as to create maximum value for members.

• Conduct research or pilots on how affiliation with a group or community can be used to encourage enrollment in a retirement plan, where automatic or mandatory enrollment through payroll is not possible. This work could engage disciplines such as marketing, behavioral economics, social psychology, adult learning theory, and organizing.

Enablers

Below are some initial ideas for enablers that could help expand the market for portable non-employer retirement benefits. These would no doubt be built out further in collaboration with the actors described above.

• Policy framework. A federal policy framework around portable non-employer retirement benefits would help eliminate some of the legal barriers and ambiguities associated with establishing portable non-employer retirement benefits. Four commonly-identified examples of such barriers are: (i) the requirement that employers in a multiple employer arrangement must have some commonality of interest; (ii) limits on the kinds of non-employer organizations that can sponsor retirement plans; (iii) the “one bad apple” rule that holds that rule violations by one employer within a multiple employer plan could put the entire plan at risk; and (iv) perceptions that employers that participate in retirement plans (without being formal sponsors) will be held to a sponsor-like fiduciary standard, even though they are not sponsoring the plan. A recent legislative example of a framework to encourage multiple employer plans is the Retirement Enhancement and Savings Act (RESA), which would make it easier for associations or groups of employers to form pooled retirement plans. The US Department of Labor (DOL) also recently proposed a rule that would eliminate some, but
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not all, of the above barriers to the expansion of multiple employer plans, and would also allow certain Professional Employer Organizations to sponsor retirement plans.\textsuperscript{131} Under the DOL’s proposed rules, retirement plans can be offered by associations of employers at a local, state, multistate, or nationwide level, and can be open to sole proprietors and their families, as well as to employees.\textsuperscript{132} Beyond encouraging multiple employer plans, a policy framework around portable non-employer retirement benefits could:

- Facilitate the portability of accounts when participants move from one arrangement to another.\textsuperscript{133}
- Provide employers with more clarity around the distinction between independent contractor and employee status, and how offering different types of retirement benefits (payroll deduction IRA, 401(k), other new types of plans) will affect that distinction.
- Clarify and reduce the perceived legal risk associated with sponsor-provided post-retirement income options.

**Centralized bargaining.** As illustrated by the SEIU 775 and WBF examples, the creation of portable non-employer retirement benefits at scale is enabled where there is some kind of central requirement to join the plan – or at least to be automatically enrolled in the plan with the ability to opt out. Where the workforce involved is unionized, as in the case of home care workers in the state of Washington, this can be achieved through centralized collective bargaining, where a single table is used to negotiate agreements for large numbers of workers and employers. A centralized approach to bargaining, which was critical to the emergence of Australia’s superannuation system,\textsuperscript{134} can allow participation in a benefits program to scale much more quickly than an employer-by-employer approach.

**Mandatory contributions or levies.** Where there is no collective agreement involved, as is the case for much of the private and not-for-profit sectors, governments could require some kind of mandate or levy requiring employer or customer contributions into a portable non-employer retirement benefit. One example of this enabler for the contingent workforce is New York’s Black Car Fund, which charges a 2.5 percent surcharge on rides and uses this to fund benefits and workers’ compensation.\textsuperscript{135} As illustrated by the WBF case study, benefits provisions can be piloted with specific groups of workers in specific industries and potentially scaled up from there.

**Marketplaces.** The creation of marketplaces for portable non-employer retirement benefits could help reduce the friction associated with growing the market. Marketplaces could also perform an important matching function by helping both employers and contract workers identify portable non-employer retirement benefits that would suit their needs. Portable non-employer retirement benefits marketplaces could be established by governments (as in Washington state’s retirement plan marketplace\textsuperscript{136}), by private companies (as in Stride’s marketplace of health and other benefits for independent workers), or by not-for-profit organizations.

**Funding.** Given the potential social and economic benefits associated with portable non-employer retirement benefits, they could be of interest to private, impact-oriented, philanthropic, and public interest funders. Greater availability of funding for experiments, pilots, and new ventures in this space would help accelerate learning and activity. Governments, foundations, impact investors, and more traditional return-oriented investors are all potential candidates to play an important role, particularly if they have an interest in topics such as the future of work, financial security and inclusion, and economic protections for working people.
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\textsuperscript{134} Interview with Dirk Dobbs and Neil Saxton, Head of Strategy Management & Product and Executive of Partnership Engagement at HESTA, respectively.


\textsuperscript{136} See www.retirementmarketplace.com.
• **Communities of practice.** The market’s success could also be accelerated by establishing an inclusive “community of practice” among these committed actors. Such a community could assist with networking and relationship formation, deepen collaboration, and help all those involved to learn more quickly about what works and what doesn’t. Including a broad group of relevant stakeholders is important to the community’s success.

**A Potential Catalyst for Policy Action**

Many advocates and retirement policy experts believe that meaningful progress on America’s retirement security challenge will not be possible without some kind of bold and forward-looking national policy action. Often, they point to the need for some kind of mandatory or automatic enrollment policy at the federal level. Such recommendations follow international examples such as Australia, which requires that employers contribute 9.5 percent of employees’ pay into a superannuation fund, and the UK, which mandates that all employers automatically enroll their workers in a retirement plan, but gives workers the ability to opt out.

There is good reason to believe a strong market for portable non-employer retirement benefits will make it more, rather than less, likely that such bold policy action could take place in the future. The expansion of the portable non-employer retirement benefits market could also make future policy action more effective. To understand why, it is useful to look at the two countries most commonly cited as examples of mandatory or automatic enrollment policies: Australia and the UK.

Most Australians are covered by one or two types of superannuation fund: industry funds and retail funds. Industry funds have a not-for-profit, trust-based structure and are typically governed by a combination of worker representatives and employer or industry association representatives. There are 38 industry funds in Australia, representing about 11.6 million accounts and roughly AU$650 billion (US$470 billion) in assets. Retail funds operate under a for-profit structure and are run by financial institutions. There are 118 retail funds in the country, representing about 11.4 million accounts and also about AU$630 billion (US$450 billion) in assets.

Some industry funds predated the introduction of the government mandate in 1992. Part of this was accelerated by the bargaining position of the Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU), which won mandatory employer contributions into industry funds during the 1980s. The first two superannuation funds, LUCRF (Labour Union Co-operative Retirement Fund)141 (established
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140 Ibid.

by the Federated Storeman and Packers Union in 1978\textsuperscript{142} and Cbus (Construction and Building Unions Superannuation)\textsuperscript{143} (established by unions in the construction and building industries in 1984\textsuperscript{144}), entered an industry dominated by life insurance firms and differentiated themselves due to their low fees.\textsuperscript{145} This position by the Australian labor movement was originally seen in the early and mid-1980s as an interim step on the way to a national superannuation scheme. However, the national superannuation scheme later fell off the table as a policy priority, and some unions began to prefer industry superannuation to a government-run scheme.\textsuperscript{146} Before the government mandated employer contribution into superannuation funds in 1992, approximately 64 percent of all employees had superannuation coverage.\textsuperscript{147}

The growth of industry superannuation has generally delivered good results for Australian workers. Today, industry superannuation funds would usually be the default option for workers in that industry, but many industry superannuation funds are public offer funds, meaning that anyone can join. Recent research has shown that industry superannuation funds have tended to outperform retail funds by a material margin.\textsuperscript{148} This performance difference, and specifically the underperformance of the retail superannuation industry, has recently become a topic of national discussion in Australia and the object of considerable scrutiny from a Royal Commission investigating practices in Australia’s financial services sector.\textsuperscript{149}

One example of an Australian industry superannuation fund that predated the compulsory contribution mandate is the Health Employees Superannuation Trust Australia (HESTA). Founded in 1987, HESTA was established to serve workers in the health and community industries as a result of collective bargaining that required a portion of the wage increase to be paid into an occupational superannuation fund. Now it has grown to a AU$46 billion (US$33 billion) fund with more than 850,000 members.

In the UK, the closest equivalent to what this paper calls portable non-employer retirement benefits are what are known as “Master Trust” retirement arrangements.\textsuperscript{150} Master trusts are trust-based defined contribution plans involving multiple employers. They benefit from economies of scale and provide a level of governance that is difficult to replicate in a single-employer arrangement. Just as industry superannuation funds predated the Australian policy of mandatory employer contributions, master trusts came into being before the UK
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\textsuperscript{144} Rhonda Sharp, “The Hawke Legacy” (Chapter 15, The super revolution), 2009.

\textsuperscript{145} Ibíd.

\textsuperscript{146} Ibíd.


\textsuperscript{149} Interview with Wilson Sy, former principal researcher with the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority.

government introduced its automatic enrollment policy in 2012. Master trusts emerged in part as a way to “soften the blow” in the transition of employer-sponsored plans from defined benefit to defined contribution: even if such moves shifted risk to the member, at least the master trust structure was able to preserve the trust-based governance model commonly associated with UK defined benefit plans.

The Australian and UK examples illustrate a number of ways in which the expansion of a private market for portable non-employer retirement benefits can complement government policy action. First, it can increase the efficiency of retirement arrangements that might eventually become part of a mandatory or automatic enrollment market, as in the example of Australian industry funds. Second, it can increase the level of competition in markets that governments attempt to create for uncovered workers – markets that traditional providers are often reluctant to serve, particularly when the customer base has lower and moderate incomes. The growth of The People’s Pension is a good example of this. Third, it can provide concrete, locally-grown examples of high-quality retirement plans for governments to emulate where they choose to set up their own plans, as the UK government did with the creation of NEST.

**Conclusion: The Need for Leadership**

This paper proposes an expansion of the market for portable non-employer retirement benefits as a promising strategy for strengthening retirement security in America. Variations on the portable non-employer retirement benefits model have been successfully applied in different segments of the American economy, and in a number of successful retirement systems around the world.

If they are designed well and able to scale, portable non-employer retirement benefits have the potential to create billions of dollars of economic security for uncovered or underserved American workers, including lower- and moderate-income employees, contingent workers, self-employed professionals, and employees of small and medium-sized enterprises. With the right growth model and ecosystem in place, the market for portable non-employer retirement benefits could become a major part of the retirement system, creating shared value for a wide range of stakeholders.
in the public, private, and not-for-profit sectors. Portable non-employer retirement benefits could become an important pillar of an occupational safety net for the 21st century. They could help America better live up to its true potential in building a world-class retirement system.

While the promise of portable non-employer retirement benefits is exciting, expanding the market for these benefits will not be easy. Each uncovered or underserved group will likely require a different approach, meaning that there is no silver bullet solution. Experimentation will be required to determine how best to reach these groups, design benefits to serve them, and scale offerings to the point where they can have a meaningful impact and become self-sustaining. The workplace-based retirement industry will have to get smarter about growth, acquiring tools from the retail industry and developing new tools based on its unique comparative advantages. As with the expansion of any category, no doubt other obstacles will emerge along the path that this paper has not considered.

Building a market will require deliberate linkages between the too often siloed conversations about financial security on the one hand, and the future of work on the other. It will require regulatory reform, including clearing away barriers to innovation and adding consumer financial protections to ensure that these innovations benefit plan participants. Non-employer organizations will need to get comfortable with, and ultimately skillful at, sponsoring retirement benefits and acting as long-term fiduciaries. They will need to learn to partner effectively with the private sector, and likewise private providers will need to adapt their products, services, and distribution capabilities to be able to better serve these non-employer organizations and their members. For the large parts of the workforce that are not represented by any organized group, new organizations may need to be formed to reach them and offer benefits that they can trust.

Experimentation will require funding from a variety of sectors. Foundations, private companies, investors (both return- and impact-seeking), and governments will need to be willing to put money behind efforts, some of which will not succeed, in order to determine what works and to validate the true potential of the market. Given the long-term nature of retirement security, at least some of this capital will need to be patient.

Realizing the promise of portable non-employer retirement benefits will require leadership. An initial group of committed organizations and individuals is required to devote intellectual, financial, and organizational capital to efforts to test out the concepts laid out in this paper and implemented in the various case studies from across the US and around the world. This could be a civil society organization setting up a retirement benefit for its members for the first time. It could be a private provider accustomed to serving the employer market, investing in research and development to design products and services to serve a potential future market. It could be a foundation, impact investor, or venture capitalist establishing a new funding stream devoted to building and scaling new models of portable worker benefits. It could be a labor union seeding the creation of a new benefits delivery entity or guild designed to serve a group of contingent or otherwise unrepresented workers. It could also be a group of government officials at the local, state, or federal level that begins a study of what regulatory, legislative, and fiscal enablers could help accelerate the expansion of the portable non-employer retirement benefits market.

Given the scale of America’s retirement insecurity challenge, now is the time to begin exploring this potential new avenue to help workers retire better in the 21st century economy.
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION RETIREMENT FUNDS CASE STUDY

The American Bar Association (ABA) Retirement Funds Program (the “Program”) was established in 1963, at a time when there were no formal retirement plans for the legal community (i.e., employees of law firms and state and local bars). It serves over 37,000 participants, including more than 1,200 solo practitioners and 4,000 law firms across all 50 states. Over the years, as new legislation came into place – the most significant being ERISA in 1974 – ABA Retirement Funds learned to comply with and navigate the increasingly complex regulatory environment. Despite these challenges, the Program continued to grow and has assets of over $6 billion today.

ABA Retirement Funds is overseen by a board of directors, all elected by the ABA Board of Governors. As an affiliate of the ABA, ABA Retirement Funds initially was managed by employees of the ABA until the 1980s when separate staff was engaged to add dedicated resources to manage the Program’s operations and to ensure compliance with the changing regulatory environment. With a staff of only four, the Program’s operational functions are outsourced. ABA Retirement Funds is able to leverage its scale to negotiate customized services from third-party service providers for the 4,000 defined contribution plans, most of which select one of the prototype plans offered by the Program. Also, the Program is able to administer and provide services to most qualified individually designed plans that have been adopted by employers.

To continue to maintain its scale and its fee negotiating abilities, the Program uses a variety of channels to encourage new employers to adopt the Program and establish a retirement plan, not only for firm partners, but also for their employees. ABA Retirement Funds’ outreach efforts include (1) publishing ads and preparing publications that highlight the benefits of maintaining and participating in a retirement plan; (2) attending legal conferences to meet lawyers who might adopt a plan; and (3) most of all, cold-calling those law firms that do not yet have a retirement plan in place, with some focus on law firms in states that are likely to mandate employers offer a retirement plan for employees in the near future. Once a new employer or a solo practitioner decides to join the Program, as part of the onboarding process, the Program helps the sponsor understand what type of plan may be the most suitable; however, the plan sponsor is responsible for plan selection. For example, for solo practitioners who may have difficulties predicting their annual earnings, a profit-sharing plan may be the best option given that solo practitioners may make only one contribution at the end of the year when their finances are settled.

Although it outsources its Program operations, ABA Retirement Funds has pushed for innovation in the Program over the years: it was one of the first to offer participants self-directed brokerage services in the 1990s, and it was an early adopter of target date funds in the mid-2000s before they gained significant traction. The Program continues to search for ways to enhance services offered to participants: for example, it is currently considering the possibility of developing a retiree menu to not only better educate participants regarding the retirement phase, but also to provide specific investment solutions for retirees. Unfortunately, many participants take a distribution of their retirement plan balance in the form of a lump sum distribution when they turn 70 and transfer that amount into an IRA on recommendation from their social circles or advisors, even though participants may pay higher fees in an IRA. The goal of the retiree menu is to address such issues for the benefit of the participants, as the income phase is often a neglected part of 401(k) solutions. For retirement plans in general, so far, implementation of income solutions has been rare at best.
CO-OPERATIVE SUPERANNUATION SOCIETY PENSION PLAN
CASE STUDY (CANADA)

Member-owned and not-for-profit, the Co-operative Superannuation Society (CSS) Pension Plan was established in 1939 as a result of growing co-operatives in Canada at the time, and is one of the oldest and largest defined contribution plans in Canada. The plan was set up both because it made business sense and because there was a genuine care for the workers by the employer; it was meant to attract and retain skilled employees, as well as address concerns for retiring the workforce without financial support. With assets under management of close to US$3.5 billion, it serves approximately 47,000 members across more than 350 co-operatives and credit unions, the majority of which are small employers with fewer than 25 employees.

CSS Pension Plan’s governance structure is typical within the co-operative sector but unique to the pension world. A Board of six directors oversees the plan with the help of actuaries and investment consultants, as needed. Directors are elected by and from the plan’s delegate body. Half of the 36 delegates are appointed by the employers, and the other half are elected by the employees. Delegates are representatives of the members and are the only people who can change the bylaws or approve any plan changes, with guidance from the Board of Directors. Both the Board and the delegate body have fiduciary responsibility over the plan.

The plan has a 21-person staff that manages its day-to-day operations, four of whom are in-plan financial planners. They provide financial education to members and help them understand how their defined contribution plan fits into their broader financial situation so that members can make informed decisions about their plan.

The CSS Pension Plan is a good example of a multiemployer defined contribution plan working well; the key to its success is fewfold. First, and perhaps most importantly, both employers and employees participate in plan governance and design; it is crucial to have a governance model in which workers’ voices are included in the decision-making process so that members’ interests are prioritized. Second, the plan benefits from economies of scale through access to low-cost, professional investment management, as well as retirement planning tools and professionals. And third, the plan is simple and customizable for employers and employees.

As the CSS Pension Plan grows, it will continue to explore ways to increase take-up of in-plan financial planners and educate its members to help them better understand investment risks involved and key decisions required. The plan also aims to navigate through regulatory roadblocks to potentially include a late-life deferred annuity product and a variable payment life annuity product that CSS believes would greatly benefit its members.
SEIU 775 SECURE RETIREMENT TRUST CASE STUDY

Along with its Health Benefits and Training Partnership Trusts, the Secure Retirement Trust (SRT) is one of three Taft-Hartley Trusts under SEIU 775 Benefits Group’s umbrella. These Trusts were designed to professionalize and make home care a sustainable career. Each Trust, along with the partnership of a strategic services team, works collaboratively by leveraging a shared understanding of home care workers’ unique needs.

The SRT is the first of its kind in the nation: an employer-sponsored retirement plan uniquely designed for home care workers who largely serve Medicaid consumers. Initiated in 2016, the SRT is the newest Trust with the plan’s first payout scheduled for the latter half of 2019. It serves a diverse population that includes over 45,000 active home care workers in Washington state, mostly female with an average age of 49, providing them with a portable 401(a) plan.

In the state of Washington, 61 percent of workers lack access to an employer-sponsored retirement plan. Moreover, 51 percent of home care workers have not begun any planning for retirement. Among the state’s retirement plan participants, one in four use retirement assets prior to retirement. These numbers illustrate that the standard retirement experience is lacking and highlight the need for and potential benefits of a secure retirement plan for home care workers.

The SRT is overseen by a Board of Trustees consisting of SEIU 775 leadership, union members, employers, and financial experts. The Board serves as a fiduciary, ensuring home care workers have access to a retirement plan specifically designed for a mobile and low-income population. For example, funds set aside for the 401(a) plan cannot be accessed until retirement age, even with financial penalty, making retirement funds less vulnerable to financial depletion. It is also the case that SRT is a portable benefit. Specifically, a worker employed by two SRT home care employers or a worker who shifts home care employment to another covered employer can seamlessly pool or continue to grow these funds.

---
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WORKERS BENEFIT FUND CASE STUDY

Workers Benefit Fund (WBF) provides portable health and vision benefits to gig economy drivers in New York City through the Independent Drivers Guild (IDG). IDG, representing over 85,000 for-hire vehicle drivers (not taxi drivers), was established to build worker power. Many drivers were leaving the industry because of the lack of benefits, so the Guild was formed to better protect workers and provide essential benefits to them.

Currently in the process of being rolled-out to drivers, the WBF pilots are funded by the Black Car Fund. The Black Car Fund provides workers’ compensation coverage to over 130,000 app-based and non-app-based black car drivers and was established through a deal negotiated with New York State in 1999. Its revenue is derived from a 2.5 percent consumer surcharge on all rides.154

WBF’s approach to providing benefits has two critical elements: trust and ubiquity. The drivers are barraged with messages through platforms and other media. WBF works with IDG to send messages to drivers to inform them that they have earned these benefits. This builds trust with the drivers by attaching benefits to a trusted partner, and focuses the drivers on their entitlement to the benefits.

This level of ubiquity has yielded results, but distribution is often a challenge. One roadblock is restricted access to ride-share companies’ data on their drivers that would be relevant for benefits providers. Although some argue that platform companies themselves would be better suited to provide benefits due to their technological prowess and access to worker data, others have highlighted that the companies may lack the trust of the gig economy workers to be an effective deliverer of benefits. More importantly, providing benefits risks the status of those workers as independent contractors, thereby jeopardizing the cost structure of the platform companies’ business.

GUSTO-GUIDELINE PARTNERSHIP CASE STUDY

In 2012, Gusto started as a technology-enabled company helping small businesses administer their payrolls with little effort. The mission of the company has since expanded to creating “a world where work empowers a better life.” In line with Gusto’s mission, it started providing benefits in 2015. First, it offered small group health insurance (for employers with ~50-100 employees), then it started to offer retirement benefits in 2016 through a partnership with Guideline, a company offering an all-inclusive, easy-to-use 401(k) plan. As of December 2018, Guideline had approximately 5,500 employer-sponsored plans and has $750 million in assets under management (AUM).

In deciding which retirement benefits to offer, Gusto had a few considerations. First, it assessed both IRAs and 401(k) plans and decided to offer the latter because of higher contribution limits and potential matching from the employer. In addition, Gusto believed that non-AUM-based fees were fairer to workers than AUM-based fees because the actual cost of retirement benefits administration is related to the number of plan participants, not the level of

assets. As a result, Gusto ultimately chose to partner with Guideline, which already offered a 401(k) product with a non-AUM fee structure for smaller employers.

Employers who use Guideline directly or through the Gusto-Guideline partnership are charged a one-time fee of $500 for setup and ongoing fees of $8 per employee participant per month with a monthly minimum of $40. Employees self-enroll online, and contributions are automatically deducted from payroll.

Gusto views the partnership as a product differentiator, a way to offer more value to its users. From the benefit provision perspective, Gusto differs from large payroll companies because benefits are fully integrated with its flagship payroll service – employers can view 401(k) plan details within the same online platform – as opposed to something that needs to be managed separately by the employers.

**WESPATH CASE STUDY**

The United Methodist Church started its first formal benefit plan in 1908, making it the second-oldest faith-based plan in the US (the Presbyterian Church started a few years earlier). The retirement benefits are now run by Wespath, a general agency of The United Methodist Church, offering both defined benefit and defined contribution retirement plans. It serves over 100,000 participants in 54 countries. For regulatory reasons, each country has a technically different plan, but Wespath uses shared services to maintain operational efficiency and ensure that the plans benefit from economy of scale. Wespath is the largest publicly reported denominational fund, serving both clergy and lay employees, and has assets under management of over $24 billion.

Most of the plans’ participants – roughly 90 percent – are part of the clergy. Pension benefits attract clergy to join and serve their communities, providing stability for the Church and, in turn, the faith communities the clergy serve. Without pension plans, clergies do not get paid very much, and they would be “signing up for a lifetime of poverty.”

The United Methodist Church sees its clergies’ financial security as instrumental to the denomination’s success. As a result, financial planning provided through Ernst & Young is mandated when clergy enter the seminary. Financial planners who work with Wespath participants specialize in clergy and faith communities. The current usage of financial planning is still relatively low, likely around 20 percent, but this number will increase as more people join the seminary and the clergy.

Wespath has not seriously considered providing pension or retirement plans to churchgoers because it does not want to be involved in the retail business. Two potential challenges would be the contribution collection mechanism and parishioner churn. Today, contributions for pension and retirement plans for clergy and lay employees are collected through payroll because of the employer-employee relationship. Churchgoers do not have any type of formal relationships with the church, and church membership is decreasing. Furthermore, as churchgoers regularly join and leave the plan, transition costs would be difficult to absorb.
HESTA SUPER CASE STUDY

Formed in 1987, Health Employees Superannuation Trust Australia (HESTA) is an Australian superannuation fund for health and community service workers. In the 1980s, the trade union movement bargained for wage increases. It was agreed that half of the pay increase (three percent) would be paid into occupational superannuation funds – for the health and community services sector, that was HESTA. Today, HESTA is a public offer fund, which means that anyone is eligible to join. It has more than 850,000 members and US$33 billion in assets under management. Approximately 80 percent of members are women, and the fund continues to grow at two percent per year in membership.

The fund competes with other superannuation funds (including retail funds) in the market through its “profit-for-member” value proposition and its primary distribution channel, employers. It continues to grow through partnerships with employers and unions. HESTA also offers a direct-to-member product. Because it is profit-for-members, the efficiencies gained through scale flow back to the fund to better serve members. The focus on members is the foundation for the fund’s success.

From a governance perspective, the Trustee Board of Directors consists of equal representation from both the employers and employees, six directors each, plus one independent director and an independent chair.

The fund actively works to educate and advise members, encouraging them to take an active interest in their superannuation to ensure retirement adequacy, especially as many members of HESTA work part-time, take time out of the workforce to care for others, and earn less than the average weekly wage in Australia.
THE PEOPLE’S PENSION CASE STUDY (UK)

The People’s Pension, a defined contribution master trust provided by B&CE (the parent company, originally called Building & Civil Engineering Holiday Scheme Management Limited), a not-for-profit organization owned by the construction sector, has US$6 billion in assets under management and serves over 80,000 employers and more than four million members.

The master trust model in the UK is comparable to an open multiple employer plan. The UK has a long history of single-employer pension schemes, unlike its European neighbors who tend to have larger sector-wide pension funds. In the 1980s, half of the workforce was in defined benefit plans provided by employers under a trust-based governance model. The other half was in contract-based defined contribution, “group personal pensions” that emerged from individual retail pensions. Employers would help employees set up individual contracts with insurance companies that were brokered at the group level. Once the employers completed their initial role of setting up the plan, they stepped back and did not assume further legal responsibilities. This type of arrangement was dominant in the defined contribution market until the emergence of the master trust model, the arrival of which reflected two dynamics in particular. First is auto-enrollment, which has brought nearly 10 million people – mostly lower earners whom for-profit providers historically have had little interest in serving – into pensions saving for the first time. Second is the dominance of trust-based models in the defined benefit world and the desire of larger employers to maintain that higher governance standard, even as they closed their defined benefit arrangements and moved their workforce to defined contribution arrangements. A master trust is a multi-employer trust-based arrangement; even with the involvement of the employers, a trust-based arrangement still exists between the provider’s trustee board and the employee.

The auto-enrollment mandate in 2012 accelerated the prevalence of master trusts. Traditional pension providers had not targeted this market segment, so the government set up a provider – National Employment Savings Trust (NEST) Pensions – to ensure lower earners, the target of auto-enrollment, were served. Since for-profit providers are targeting segments of the market that have higher margins, competition in the auto-enrolled segment that was previously uncovered has been limited to three dominant not-for-profits: The People’s Pension (best understood as the only UK equivalent to the sector-wide funds prevalent in Europe, Canada and Australia), NEST Pensions, and NOW: Pensions (a private equity venture by the Danish state provider ATP’s investment arm). Together, they account for the vast majority of the 10 million auto-enrolled workers.

B&CE, the entity that set up The People’s Pension, started as a national administrator in the 1940s when it was determined that all construction workers deserved paid holidays. Up until then, many construction workers did not have paid holidays because of the work’s transient nature. B&CE was providing pensions to close to half a million construction workers by the late 2000s. Administering holiday pays and pensions for construction workers built B&CE a strong foundation prior to auto-enrollment. Its administration platform was designed to process contributions efficiently, which is crucial in a system where every employer, large and small, must participate. The People’s Pension focused on sharpening the basics of payroll administration and is now moving to focus more on other areas such as investment. Given that it is growing fast, it appointed a high-profile Chief Investment Officer in 2018.
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